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Abstract 
 
 This thesis addresses the use of experimental means to validate the 
theoretical power generation and the resulting emissions of an internal 
combustion (IC) engine.  The results of this work will be used to instruct 
undergraduate engineering students about IC engine theory and prove IC 
engine theory experimentally. 
 A 2001 GM Saturn 1.9 Liter is the designated IC engine.  
Thermodynamic, fluid mechanics, and heat transfer calculations were 
performed based on engine geometry and laboratory environment to obtain 
theoretical power and emissions values.  A test apparatus including a 
dynamometer, gas analyzers, and computer data acquisition systems was 
utilized to obtain experimental power and emissions data. 
 The resulting experimental data show good correlation with the 
theoretical analysis.  The error between the experimental data and the 
theoretical analysis was less than 2.7% for the maximum horsepower.   The 
experimental data indicated the maximum horsepower was 0.32% greater 
than the published maximum horsepower according to Saturn [2]. The error 
between experimental emissions data and theoretical emissions values was 
1.42%.  The compiled data for multiple test parameters was used to create a 
laboratory for undergraduate engineering students.  The laboratory will be 
used to calculate theoretical results, configure test apparatus, obtain 
experimental data, and compare theoretical results to experimental data.   
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 L liters 
 m meters 
 mm millimeters 
 sec seconds 
 kW kilowatt 
 in inches 
 hp horsepower 
 ft feet 
 lbf pounds force 
 N Newton 
 m&  mass flow rate 
 W&  rate of work or power 
 K Kelvin 
 kg kilograms 
 kmol kilomole 
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Chapter 1 
Thesis Objectives 
Introduction 
 This thesis was started based from the writer’s interest in the 
combustion laboratory, desire to create a thesis with experimentation, and 
want to explained general automotive knowledge to theoretical 
understanding.  A fuel injected, computer controlled IC engine was acquired 
to replace the carbureted IC engine currently in use.  Gas analyzers were 
serviced, calibrated, and used to determine concentrations of the emissions 
gases.  A DC electric dynamometer was used to load the engine and measure 
the power output from the IC engine.  Engineering theory was used to 
determine equations to calculate the theoretical emissions and power 
generation.  These calculations were used to validate the experimentally 
collected emissions and power data.  Recommendations were made for future 
lab improvements and a student laboratory experiment was created.         
 
Primary Objectives 
 There are three primary objectives for this thesis.  The first objective 
was to design an experiment apparatus for teaching internal combustion (IC) 
engine theory.  The second objective was to test the apparatus against 
published data on the IC engine.  Finally, the apparatus was validated by 
correlating the experimentally obtained data with the theoretical analysis. 
 
 
2 
Secondary Objectives 
 The two secondary objectives are directed toward malfunction analysis 
and the use of the IC engines in undergraduate engineering instruction.  The 
malfunction analysis will be introduced for the use of additional emissions 
analysis and to serve as a guide to faculty in the event of an actual failure.  
The apparatus design will be such that it will be easy to use and, it will be 
designed to allow for installation of additional sensors and data collection.  
This last objective will provide a way for undergraduate projects to modify 
the current apparatus.   
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Chapter 2 
Engineering Background and Theory 
 
Engineering Background 
 The IC engine apparatus is useful in demonstrating many fundamental 
principles of engineering.  The fundamental principles, the first and second 
laws of thermodynamics, can easily be applied to the IC engine.  Other 
thermodynamic principles applied to the IC engine are air standard 
assumption, compression ratio, mean effective pressure (MEP), pressure 
versus cylinder volume diagrams, thermal efficiency, and exhaust gas 
mixtures.  In addition to thermodynamics, the IC engine includes many 
aspects of heat and mass transfer.  Conduction and convection are primary 
concepts utilized in understanding reducing thermal fatigue due to thermal 
stress and dissipation of heat caused by ignition and friction in the IC engine.  
The heat can be controlled with a heat exchanger, or radiator, which is 
designed using fundamental heat and mass transfer equations.  Other heat 
and mass transfer concepts include the use of dimensionless numbers such 
as Nusselt, Prandtl, and Reynolds numbers.  Fluid mechanics principles 
involved in the IC engine include the use of Reynolds number, internal flows, 
external flows, viscosity, pressure, fluid flow, and dimensional analysis. 
 
Engineering Theory 
 The calculations for theoretical power generation and emissions are 
based on geometry published by General Motors (GM), physically measured 
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geometry, environmental conditions, and assumptions as noted with each 
calculation.  The published data for the 2001 GM Saturn 1.9 L LL0 engine are 
noted in Table 2.1 below [2]. 
 
Table 2.1: Published Data for GM 1.9 Liter Engine 
Measurement GM published Estimate 
Bore 82.0mm (3.23 in) 
Stroke 90.0mm (3.54 in) 
Total Displacement 1.9L (116 in3) 
Power Output 124 hp (92 kW) 
Torque Output 122 ft lbf (165 N m) 
Compression Ratio 9.5:1 
 
 Standard air assumptions are used to calculate the power generation.  
This condition is the use of air as an ideal gas for the primary working fluid in 
the IC engine.  In this case, the tables from a thermodynamic text book with 
varying specific heats were utilized to obtain internal energy, enthalpy, 
pressure, and relative specific volume [3].  The initial air temperature and 
the compression ratio were needed to begin solving for the power 
generation.  The compression ratio was calculated based on engine 
geometry.  It was also checked with the published data from GM, and the 
initial temperature and exhaust temperature were measured.  The power 
generation was found using the Otto cycle.  Figure 2.1 shows the Otto cycle 
and its four states.   
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Figure 2.1 – P-v Diagram for the Otto Cycle. 
 
 Using the standard air assumption, we must have one property at each 
of the four states in the cycle to complete the analysis.  The temperature at 
state 1, the laboratory air room temperature, and the exhaust temperature 
was measured.  The specific internal energy, u, and relative specific volume, 
rv , can be found using standard air tables.  Equation 2.1 is the relationship 
of relative specific volume to specific volume, for the isentropic compression 
process from state 1 to state 2, which can be used to determine the relative 
specific volume at state 2. 
rv
v
v
v
r
r 1
1
2
1
2 ==    2.1 
where rv  is the relative specific volume at the specified state, v is the 
specific volume at the specified state, and r is the compression ratio.  
 Since rv  at state one is known, either 2v  and 1v  must be known or r 
must be known to solve for rv  at state 2.  Knowing 2v  would imply more is 
known about state 2 than is currently known but r can be found by utilizing 
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the knowledge about the engines geometry.  The compression ratio can be 
determined using Equation 2.2. 
comb
comb
V
VSb
r
+
=
2
4
π
  2.2 
where b is the cylinder bore size, S is the stroke length, and Vcomb is the 
combustion chamber volume at the end of compression. 
 All of the unknowns in Equation 2.2 are physically measurable.  Once 
the compression ratio is determined it can be used in Equation 2.1 to 
determine the relative specific volume at state 2.  The relative specific 
volume at state 2 can then be used to determine the specific internal energy 
at state 2.   
 At this point all the information needed for states 1 and 2 have been 
found but information at states 3 and 4 is still needed.  In this case, the 
exhaust temperature can be assumed based on previous knowledge of IC 
engines or the exhaust temperature can be measured.  The IC engine 
configuration will provide measured exhaust temperature so this measured 
value can be used with standard air tables to determine the relative specific 
volume and the specific internal energy at state 4.  Using this relative specific 
volume and the compression ratio relationship, for the isentropic 
compression process from state 3 to state 4, the relative specific volume at 
state 3 can be found.  This relative specific volume can be used with 
standard air tables to determine the specific internal energy at state 3.       
 The specific internal energies at all states are known so they can be 
used in a net work equation, known as the compression work shown in 
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Equation 2.3.  These properties are also used in the equation for expansion 
work done during the expansion stroke.  The expansion work shown in 
Equation 2.4.   
)( 21 uumWc −=   2.3 
)( 43 uumWE −=   2.4 
 The Otto cycle assumptions are that expansion and compression are 
isentropic and there are no friction losses. The process between states 2 and 
3 is a constant volume heat addition, and the process between states 4 and 1 
is a constant volume heat rejection.  Using these assumptions Equation 2.5 
represents the total net work for the system [4]. 
)()( 2143 uumuumWWW cEnet −+−=+=   2.5 
 Using the air properties at state 1, the density of the air entering the 
engine can be determined.  This density can be used with the engine 
displacement volume to determine the mass, m, in Equation 2.5.  The net 
work from Equation 2.5 is the net work per cylinder per cycle.  The engine 
RPM can be assumed or measured and converted to the number of cycles per 
second then multiplied by the net work to determine the power generated.   
 The work in Equation 2.5 is an ideal work; it can be related to the 
actual work, or brake work, by efficiency, mη , or by taking the friction work 
into account. Equation 2.6 shows these relationships. 
frictionbrake
m
brake
ideal WW
W
W +==
η
  2.6 
 Once the brake work is determined, the brake power can be 
calculated.  This calculated brake power can be checked with the measured 
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brake power.  The dynamometer apparatus measures brake torque and 
engine speed which can be used to find brake power with Equation 2.7.  
Equation 2.7 is also used to determine ideal power using ideal torque and 
engine speed.     
5252
*TorqueRPM
hp =    2.7 
 The combustion equation is derived from the stoichiometric reaction 
equation shown in Equation 2.8.  This equation is then balanced to obtain the 
combustion equation.  The equation is balanced based on the amount of 
stoichiometric air, a.  Once balanced the combustion equation yields the 
theoretical amount of exhaust components. 
2422222188 76.3)76.3( afCHeOdCOOcHbCOOaHxC +++++→++  2.8 
where b, c, d, e, and f are common exhaust gas components measured on a 
dry basis   
 The Air to Fuel ratio, A/F, shown in Equation 2.9 is used to determine 
the amount of air used to combust a certain amount of fuel [3].  When this 
ratio is too low, the engine is running rich, more than optimum fuel, and the 
CO, CO2, and CH4 emissions are greater.  Conversely, when the ratio is too 
high, the engine is running lean, less than optimum fuel, the engine power is 
reduced, and emissions are generally reduced. 
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where N is the number of moles, M is the molar mass, and a is the number of 
moles of air in the process.  
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Chapter 3 
Details of Equipment and Apparatus 
 
Equipment Specifications and Use 
 The test equipment for exhaust gas data collection (designed and 
fabricated by Tess-Com) consisted of Beckman Oxygen analyzer model 755, 
Beckman Carbon Monoxide analyzer model 864, Beckman Carbon Dioxide 
analyzer model 864, and a Beckman Hydrocarbon analyzer model 402.  In 
addition to the Beckman instruments, a Thermo Electron Nitrogen 
Oxide/Nitrogen Dioxide/Nitrous Oxide analyzer was available but not used.  
All instruments were interfaced with a computer system using a National 
Instruments (NI) Data Acquisition (DAQ) Board with a NI 16 channel 5B 
backplane.  A NI LabVIEW VI, LabVIEW front panel in Appendix Section A, 
located on the system directly connected to the NI backplane was used for 
data collection.  This VI measures all real time data for emissions and power 
generation and can be configured by the user for different apparatus 
configurations [5].    
 Figure 3.1 shows the analyzer test console.  When properly 
initialized, the error in all IC engine experiments associated with the 
Beckman Oxygen analyzer are 1% of the sample reading [6].  The 864 
Carbon Dioxide and Carbon Monoxide analyzers can have as much as 3 to 
5% error while in operation and should be checked between test runs.  
Normal error for these analyzers is 1% of the sample reading [7].  The 
Beckman Hydrocarbon analyzer can have as much a 5% error due to 
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changes in burner sensitivity [8].  No emission testing was performed for 
Nitrous Oxides since heavy loading tests where elevated NOX levels exist 
were not performed. Initialization procedures for all analyzers are covered in 
Chapter 4.     
  
 
Figure 3.1: Engine Analyzer Console. 
 
 The IC Engine and dynamometer apparatus, shown below in Figure 
3.2, has three static configuration parameters, which cannot be changed by 
the user, and four variable configuration parameters, which can be changed 
by the user.  The three static parameters are fuel flow rate, engine 
temperature, and air flow rate (through metering valve).  The four variable 
parameters are engine load, engine throttle, excess air for exhaust catalyst, 
and exhaust sample location.  These configurations are discussed in detail in 
Chapter 4.   
 The engine mount design originally included vibration isolators at each 
mount point.  During the initial stages of testing, it was found that the 
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isolators allowed movement in the mounts that would otherwise not exist. 
This allowed the engine to move independently of the dynamometer creating 
additional stress on the crankshaft coupler and adding more vibration.  The 
mounts were replaced with solid steel mounts.  This method of mounting 
reduced all vibration in the apparatus.  The method of mounting the Saturn 
engine to the preexisting rails was designed to make mounting and future 
testing of a “gift” Nissan lab engine possible.  The exhaust system was also 
modified to allow more movement and relieve coupling stresses that 
previously resulted in exhaust leaks.  In addition, a safety circuit was wired 
in series with the electric fuel pump and ignition system.  This circuit was 
connected to the two emergency stop switches located near the engine and 
at the exit of the room housing the engine/dynamometer system.  The 
dynamometer interlock was also wired into the ignition system.  The interlock 
system is designed to “kill” the ignition in the event the dynamometer 
experiences over current, low water, low air flow, and over loading 
conditions.     
 
 
Figure 3.2: IC Engine and Dynamometer Apparatus. 
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 The IC engine obtained from the GM technical school did not have an 
alternator or thermostat housing.  It also required bracket and pulley designs 
to aid in operation since it was not equipped with many of the belt driven 
devices (air conditioning compressor and optional air pump also not included 
with engine).  Two idler pulleys were used with two brackets designed to 
withstand the belt loading.  An alternator was added to the engine and tested 
for idle charging.  The intermittent use of this engine resulted in a charging 
circuit idea.  It was decided that a battery maintainer would be the best 
method of charging the battery during long semester down times.  This 
charger stays permanently attached to the engine and constantly monitors 
battery charge.  When the battery goes below normal charge, the unit 
provides a trickle charge.  A manual battery disconnect was also added for 
the semesters when the engine will not be used.   
 
Equipment Repairs 
 The Oxygen analyzer was inoperable during initial testing.  Upon 
further review, it was found that several service calls had been made for the 
analyzer over its 30 year life.  This device uses a highly sensitive photocell 
and a large magnet to determine the “magnetic buoyancy” of the internal 
test body [6].  The body had moved out of range during a power spike and 
remained there resulting in zero reading at all times.  The analyzer was 
completely serviced and cleaned.  It was then calibrated with known (O2 and 
N2) sample contents and found to be within its published accuracy.  
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 During initial calibration and testing, it was determined from the 
erratic test results that the CO2 analyzer was not operating properly.  The 
test results showed that the CO2 was much lower than it should have been, 
4% volume instead of the 15% volume suggested by GM as the CO2 output 
for optimum engine operation.  Upon investigation, the manual indicated 
several maintenance procedures which had not been done over many years 
of use.  The maintenance schedule suggested these procedures be completed 
on 6 month and 1 year intervals.  The maintenance procedures were 
performed on the analyzer and it yielded better results but still not results as 
expected.  The manual also provided information about calibration from 
inside the device.  First the tune procedure was performed, and the device 
was found to be far from calibrated.  Then the internal potentiometers were 
used to fine tune this calibration further.  The device was then tested with 
span gases and zero gases.  Once testing resumed, the concentrations of CO2 
were found to be between 13% and 17% volume of the exhaust gas sample.         
 The IC Engine apparatus required many repairs, most of which will be 
mentioned in the emissions analysis due to their role in emissions data.  The 
wiring harness provided by the GM technical school, while appearing 
complete, had many severed wires incased in the wiring harness protection.  
The linear Exhaust Gas Recirculation (EGR) valve, the Manifold Absolute 
Pressure (MAP) Sensor, the knock sensor, and both O2 sensors were not 
connected properly as a result.  In addition, several sensors and one module 
were found to be faulty. 
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 The faulty sensors included the Engine Coolant Temperature (ECT) 
Sensor, Inlet Air Temperature (IAT) sensor, and the O2 sensor. The factory 
ECT sensor is made of a high temperature polymer.  Online research 
indicated that this sensor has a high failure rate though many automobile 
owners did not know this sensor failure decreases fuel efficiency drastically.     
The ignition module had an electrical short.  It should be noted that this 
engine does not have a cam sensor.  An OBDII cam sensor error is an 
ignition module error.  This engine uses what is called a waste spark ignition 
system.  In a waste spark system, the spark plugs fire on both ignition stroke 
and just after exhaust stroke.  This is done using two coil towers where each 
tower fires the two connected spark plugs at the same time.  The ignition 
module uses a capacitive plate to determine the polarity and voltage of the 
spark.  For example, the ignition module fires paired plugs on the 
compression stroke and the exhaust stroke and senses a positive, on 
compression, to negative, on exhaust, it and uses polarity and potential to 
determine cam location. This method emulates a cam sensor [9].     
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Chapter 4 
Procedures and Configurations 
  
Procedures 
 All analyzers were started an hour before data collection.  This time 
period is needed to allow the analyzers to warm up to their designed 
operating temperature.  The Hydrocarbon analyzer was started by switching 
the hydrogen fuel switch to manual with 25psi supply pressure to manual 
fuel flow and decreasing the air pressure from 15psi to 10psi while turning 
the igniter.  The burner was lit when the flame out light turned off.  The fuel 
switch was then moved back to normal.  All analyzers were considered ready 
to be zeroed once the warm up time past.  Each analyzer was then zeroed by 
setting the valves over to zero and allowing the zeroing gas (N2) for all the 
analyzers to pass through.  The trim potentiometers on each analyzer were 
used to set the readings to zero.   
 After the analyzers were zeroed, the valves were set to span, and 
the analyzers were spanned using their particular span gas.  A table with the 
concentrations for each analyzers span gas was used to determine the 
reading during the spanning process.  This table was compared with the 
LabVIEW front panel which indicated zero and span values being output by 
each analyzer.  The analyzers provide an analog voltage which is measured 
thought the DAQ system and provided to the front panel that displays the 
gas concentrations as percent volume or parts per million.  Once the 
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analyzers were properly spanned, the valves were set to sample.  At that 
point, the analyzers were ready to collect data. 
 
Configurations 
 The four variable parameters: engine load, engine throttle, and 
exhaust sample location, were varied.  The excess air being added before the 
second exhaust catalyst was only used during sensor failure analysis because 
the engine was not loaded in a manner that required secondary air during 
normal operation.  Future testing under load could utilize the secondary air to 
duplicate the optional air pump available from Saturn on this engine.  Sensor 
failure during the initial setup caused an excessive amount (>10% volume) 
of CO in the combustion gases which provided a need to use excess air.  
Testing showed that in the event the ignition module or O2 sensor failed 
excess air can help the second exhaust catalyst reduce the amount of CO in 
emissions at the tailpipe.  The next chapter will discuss some observations 
about the variable parameters. 
 The throttle parameter was varied from 0 to 90% while maintaining a 
load such that the engine speed did not exceed 4500 RPM.    The engine load 
was a cumbersome parameter to vary.  The load settings on the 
Dynamometer are such that the proper load setting must be chosen for a 
given engine speed.  Limiting the load parameter is the limit of the power 
absorption capacity of the dynamometer.  The dynamometer is limited to 
100kW, and it is recommended to stay below 70kW.  The recommended limit 
of 70kW is 15kW less than the expected, published in the Saturn technical 
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manual, maximum power output.  In addition to this, there were safety 
concerns for the operator as most of the data was collected with no 
assistance.  The dynamometer is 26 years old, has had minimal maintenance 
and has not been tested with this degree of load for at least 10 years.  The 
exhaust sample location has three settings; exhaust from the manifold, 
exhaust after the pre catalytic converter, and exhaust after the main catalytic 
converter.  Figure 4.1 shows the exhaust sample and temperature locations.  
Also in Figure 4.1, the pre catalytic converter is shown in blue and the main 
catalytic converter is shown in red.  Locations 1, 2, and 3, sample lines 
shown in red, orange, and blue respectively, are routed to solenoids that are 
opened during testing allowing the Tess-Com vacuum pump to pull exhaust 
from locations 1, 2, and 3.     
 
 
Figure 4.1: Exhaust Sample, Temperature, and Catalytic Locations. 
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Chapter 5 
Experimentally Obtained Data and Observations 
 
 Under normal operation constraints, the throttle was varied from 
10% to 90% in 10% intervals.  The load on the engine was varied while 
maintaining the engine between 1200 and 4500 RPM.  The data in Figure 5.1 
was obtained using LabVIEW and trend lines were found using Microsoft© 
Excel.  Enlargements of all graphed data can be found in Appendix Section F.   
 
 
Figure 5.1: IC Engine Horsepower to Engine Speed. 
 
 Three measurements were taken on each experimental run while 
keeping throttle constant and varying the engine load.  The 100 hp power 
input limitation of the dynamometer prohibited collecting data over the entire 
speed range possible.  In addition, the dynamometer power absorption was 
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limited such that it was unable to test the engine up to maximum 
horsepower.  It was found that the tabulated data collected for Figure 5.1 
followed a trend.  It was found that as the throttle was increased, the lowest 
engine speed at each throttle position varied approximately the same.  A 
comparison between the lowest 20% throttle engine speed and the 30% 
throttle engine speed was analyzed, and it was found that the 30% throttle 
engine speed was 3% greater than the 20% throttle engine speed, see 
Appendix Section C for example calculation.  The same comparison was done 
for each of the throttle positions.   A similar trend in torque was found.  The 
trends are shown below in Figures 5.1, 5.2, and 5.3.  The calculations for 
these figures can also be found in Appendix Section C. 
 
Table 5.1: Trends in Power Generation Parameters for Lowest RPM Reading 
Throttle position (%) % Increase to the next speed % Increase to the next torque 
10 51.0 55.7 
20 3.49 9.26 
30 1.14 14.0 
40 3.48 12.6 
50 3.36 2.51 
60 3.44 4.44 
70 3.32 6.38 
80 3.04 12.0 
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Table 5.2: Trends in Power Generation Parameters for Middle RPM Reading 
Throttle position (%) % Increase to the next speed % Increase to the next torque 
10 3.90 8.81 
20 4.83 63.8 
30 5.29 8.99 
40 5.28 9.28 
50 4.99 12.7 
60 5.25 3.07 
70 5.38 4.73 
80 5.21 11.1 
 
 
Table 5.3: Trends in Power Generation Parameters for Highest RPM Reading 
Throttle position (%) % Increase to the next speed % Increase to the next torque 
10 10.6 48.0 
20 12.3 31.8 
30 12.1 31.5 
40 11.1 29.2 
50 12.3 28.1 
60 12.2 25.5 
70 12.5 27.0 
80 2.52 2.41 
 
  
 The trends were then averaged to find the average percent of the 
next value for speed and torque.  This was then used to calculate the low, 
middle, and high estimations for 100% throttle.  The values that were found 
are in Table 5.4. 
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Table 5.4: Estimated Speed and Torque Values for 100% Throttle  
Throttle position (%) Engine Speed (RPM) Torque (ft-lb) Brake Horse power (hp) 
100 2618 80.6 32.0 
100 3390 53.9 34.8 
100 4995 92.4 87.9 
 
 
 The estimated values in Table 5.4 were used to find a quadratic 
equation to represent the 100% throttle curve.  Once this equation was 
found, the published engine speed for maximum horsepower, 5600 RPM, was 
input and resulting horsepower was 124.4 hp.  This data is shown in Figure 
5.2.  The estimated horsepower is within 0.4 of (or error of 0.32 %), 124 hp, 
the published maximum horsepower in the Saturn service manual [2].  All 
error calculations can be found in Appendix Section E.   
 
 
Figure 5.2: IC Engine Maximum Horsepower. 
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 The same method was used on all throttle positions to obtain 
equations for estimating the torque.  The published engine speed for 
maximum torque of 122 ft-lbs, 4800 RPM, was input into each equation and 
the 50% throttle position was found to have the greatest torque, 126 ft-lb.  
This data is shown in Figure 5.3.  The estimated torque is 3% greater than 
the published maximum torque in the Saturn service manual [Saturn].  A 
greater torque could be the result of less belt driven accessories and the use 
of Royal Purple® motor oil which according to testing increases torque 1.3-
1.5% [10]. 
   
 
 
Figure 5.3: IC Engine Maximum Torque. 
 
 The emissions data was also obtained at varying throttle positions.  
The amount of each exhaust component, air input, and fuel input that was 
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displayed in LabVIEW is tabulated in Table 5.5 below (see Appendix Section A 
for an example LabVIEW front panel).  The data below shows that as the 
engine throttle is increased the concentrations of Hydrocarbons and Carbon 
Monoxide increase.  This demonstrates need for a catalytic converter which 
utilizes the exhaust heat and Oxygden content for a catalytic reaction 
reducing the Hydrocarbons and Carbon Monoxide.       
 
 Table 5.5: No Load Emissions for Two Throttle Positions at Sample Point 1 
Exhaust Component Idle 1900 RPM  
Carbon Dioxide (%) 15.5 15.1  
Hydrocarbon* (%) 0.42 0.37  
Oxygen (%) 0.98 0.48  
Carbon Monoxide (%) 0.00 0.00  
*measured as equivalent to CH4 
 Table 5.5 contains an average of the exhaust manifold emissions after 
the engine has reached a steady state (see Appendix Section B for emissions 
data collected).  An interesting operational characteristic of this engine was 
found during sensor and module troubleshooting mentioned in a previous 
chapter.  The run operation mode has two conditions- open and closed loop.  
The PCM, Powertrain Control Module, is programmed to use information from 
the MAP sensor, ECT sensor, and “cam” sensor (or ignition module).  The 
engine runs in a slightly rich state using only these sensors, this condition is 
open loop.  Once the ECT has reached operating temperature and the oxygen 
sensor sends varying voltages to the PCM, the engine can then switch to the 
closed loop condition.  Once in closed loop, the PCM adjusts the fuel flow rate 
using the information sent from the oxygen sensor.  If the oxygen content is 
low, the PCM changes the fuel flow to make the engine run lean.  If the 
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content is too high, the PCM adjusts the engine to run rich.  The set point for 
this control is an air to fuel ratio of 14.7:1 which provides the most efficient 
operation conditions for a three way catalytic converter because each 
catalyst has the highest efficiency of emissions reduction around this air to 
fuel ratio [9].   
 During emissions testing, it was found that there was a need to 
measure dynamic engine emissions.  This meant the dynamic response time 
for each of the analyzers must be found.  It was decided the best method to 
determine the response time was to run the engine until emissions stabilized 
then close the sample solenoid, open the ambient air valve, and allow the 
analyzers to reach ambient conditions.  The solenoid was then opened at 
location 1, and the time it took each analyzer to reach the sample condition 
was recorded.  This was done four times for each analyzer and the times 
where averaged to find the response time.  The information in Figure 5.4 was 
found using the dynamic analyzer response time.  The sample pump was 
configured for location 1 and turned on then the engine was started.  Once 
the analyzers stabilized, the sample collection was stopped.  The data from 
the LabVIEW front panel was placed in Excel and data was offset in time 
scale based on the dynamic response time of each analyzer.  For example 
the dynamic response time of the Oxygen analyzer was found to be 108 
seconds in this case the first 108 seconds of Oxygen readings would be 
removed and the initial reading would be at 108 seconds.   Figure 5.4 shows 
the engine emissions from a cold start, in open loop, to a final closed loop 
state at location 1.   
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Figure 5.4: Open Loop to Closed Loop Condition. 
 
 The emissions of the engine were investigated at all three emissions 
collection locations while operating at 720 RPM (warm idle).  While the 
engine had higher amounts of Hydrocarbons than expected, it produced very 
little Carbon Monoxide at the exhaust manifold, location 1, as shown in 
Figure 5.5 below.  Before location 2, there is a pre catalytic converter which 
is effective at removing the remaining Carbon Monoxide for the exhaust.  The 
reduction in CO can be seen in Figure 5.5 and experimental data can be 
found in Appendix Section B showing virtually no CO.  
 The pre catalytic converter also removes a significant amount of 
Hydrocarbons from the exhaust as seen in Figure 5.6.  The main catalytic 
converter removes all but 0.09% of the Hydrocarbons shown in Figure 5.7. 
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Figure 5.5: Location 1 Emissions for 720 RPM. 
 
 
Figure 5.6: Location 2 Emissions for 720 RPM. 
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Figure 5.7: Location 3 Emissions for 720 RPM. 
 
 The failure of some sensors was mentioned earlier, and their effect on 
emissions is important.  One of the most important of these sensors for 
closed loop operation is the oxygen sensor in the exhaust manifold.  Figure 
5.8 shows how the engine operates when the first oxygen sensor is not 
functioning properly; in this case it is disconnected.  In this figure, it should 
be noted that Carbon Monoxide levels where very high and the Carbon 
Dioxide levels where reduced from normal operating conditions as a result of 
malfunctioning O2 sensor. 
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Figure 5.8: Emissions with O2 Sensor Failure. 
 
 From the experiments and testing done so far, the most important 
sensor is the elusive “cam” sensor.  As defined in a previous chapter, the 
ignition module sends a signal that emulates a cam sensor.  The initial 
ignition module had an electrical short in it which would have made the 
engine run rich but not poorly enough for a driver to notice, except in fuel 
economy.  Figure 5.9 shows the emissions data for the engine with the faulty 
oxygen sensor and ignition module. It is very important to note that this data 
was obtained before the Carbon Dioxide analyzer was repaired.  The key 
concerns in this failure case are Hydrocarbons and Carbon Monoxide which 
are significantly higher in concentration than normal operating conditions.   
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Figure 5.9: Emissions with O2 Sensor and Ignition Module Failures. 
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Chapter 6 
Analysis of Experimental and Theoretical Data 
  
Analysis of Power Generation 
 Using the equations from Chapter 2, the theoretical power (bhp) 
generation was found.  The temperature of the air entering the engine was 
known and used with the ideal gas table to find the relative specific volume 
and the specific internal energy.  Once this was calculated, Equation 2.1 was 
used with the compression ratio to find the relative specific volume at state 2 
which using the table, yielded the temperature and internal energy at state 
2.  With the exhaust temperature known from experimentation, the specific 
internal energy and specific volume were found for state 4 in the ideal gas 
table.  Again, using Equation 2.1, the relative specific volume was found and 
used to find specific internal energy at state 3.  These values, tabulated 
below in Table 6.1, were then used in Equations 2.5.  The density of the air 
in the laboratory was found and used with the engine displacement volume 
for a single cylinder to determine the mass of fluid in a cylinder.  This mass 
was also used in Equation 2.5 to calculate the net work.  This is multiplied by 
the number of cylinders (4) and the engine speed (5600 RPM).  This is then 
divided by the number of revolutions per thermodynamic cycle, 2.  To finish 
the unit conversion, this is divided by 60 to change minutes to seconds.  The 
result is 121.76 kJ/sec or 121.76 kW (163.3 hp).  This value was then 
substituted into Equation 2.6 with an average mechanical efficiency of 78% 
(assuming 8% loss due to friction, 4% loss due to auxiliary components, 5% 
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loss due to ventilation, and 3% loss due to charging and discharging of the 
cylinder) to find the theoretical power generation [4].  The theoretical power 
generation was found to be 127.4 hp, only 3.4 hp more than published data 
and 3 hp more than experimentally measure power.  Compared with the data 
published by Saturn, this theoretical value has an error of 2.7%. 
 
Table 6.1: Calculated Temperatures and Internal Energies for Each State  
State Temperature (K) Internal Energy (kJ/kg) Specific Relative Volume 
1 295.4 210.5 647.9 
2 647.0 516.9 68.2 
3 1813.7 1500.4 3.885 
4 877.6 655.9 36.91 
 
Analysis of Emissions 
  The data collected in Chapter 5 can be used with the combustion 
equation to do reverse combustion analysis.  This analysis was done to show 
a correlation between the experimentally determined emissions data and 
what the emissions should be according to theoretical analysis.  It was done 
in reverse as opposed to using air and fuel calculations for several reasons.  
One primary reason is that experimentally determined fuel flow is flawed in 
the current setup.  The previous IC engine was carbureted and only required 
a fuel line from the tank to the fuel pump with one directional flow.  The new 
fuel injected IC engine requires a constant pressure in the fuel line.  The fuel 
pump in this case almost always pumps and additional fuel is sent in a return 
line back to the tank.  Another reason is that calculating the theoretical air 
flow is not as simple as it was for carburetion.  The new IC engine is 
equipped with a metering valve which adjusts the amount of air allowed to 
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flow through based on information from the PCM.  This creates a more 
dynamic flow with a high frequency of change in flow as well as changing 
average flow.  This means the stilling chamber in the current apparatus could 
be too small to accurately measure the air flow.    
 The reverse combustion analysis was done using Equation 2.8 from 
Chapter 2.  A single example calculation applied to the emissions data shown 
in Table 5.5 for 1900 RPM and no engine load can be found in Appendix 
Section D.  Once the balanced combustion equation is found the Air to Fuel 
ratio is found using Equation 2.9 (see Appendix Section D for example).  
These calculations were performed and tabulated for all emissions results  
(calculations can be found for all data in Appendix Section D) and appear in 
Figures 6.1, 6.2, 6.3, and 6.4. 
 As mentioned in Chapter 5 the computer is programmed to keep the 
A/F around 14.7.  The A/F in the example calculation is a close 
representation of the computer performing its task, with a little less than 
4.69% error, and it is only a single sample point.  Figure 6.1 shows the A/F 
calculations for emissions data collected at location 1 during initial start-up 
with no engine load. 
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Figure 6.1: A/F During Start-up for Location 1. 
 
 
Figure 6.2: A/F for Location 1. 
 
 Figure 6.2 shows the air to fuel ratio as a result of reverse combustion 
analysis once steady state, 720 RPM with no engine load, was reached.  The 
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data shows an oscillatory trend about a set point determined by the PCM.  
The mean of all the data is shown in the figure at 15.2 which is a 3.40% 
error from the PCM set point.  It is important to remember that this location 
is before the pre catalytic convertor.  Saturn states the reason for the set 
point 14.7 is to provide the optimum A/F for the three way catalytic 
converter, or main catalytic converter.  The data in Figure 6.3 represents the 
A/F as seen before the main catalytic convertor. 
 
 
Figure 6.3: A/F for Location 2. 
 
 Figure 6.3 also shows the A/F as a result of reverse combustion 
analysis and shows the data with a similar oscillatory trend about a set point 
determined by the PCM.  The mean of the data is shown in the figure at 
14.91 which is a 1.42% error from the PCM set point.  Since this data 
represents the A/F as seen before the main catalytic convertor, it appears as 
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though the PCM is giving Saturn the exact environment where its three way 
catalytic converter will be most effective.   
 In order to further demonstrate that all the sensors must be operating 
to achieve, the necessary A/F for optimum Catalytic convertor performance 
Figure 6.4 was derived.  Figure 6.4 shows the A/F with O2 sensor failure. 
 
 
Figure 6.4: A/F for O2 Sensor Failure. 
 
 Due to the O2 sensor failure, the average A/F is significantly reduced 
to 13.85.  This represents a 5.8% reduction, from optimum conditions, in 
Oxygen for the catalytic convertor catalyst.  Adding to this reduced 
performance, the data appears to be oscillatory but not decreasing to the set 
point or any other point.  Neither the oscillations nor the engine power 
performance seem to reach an unsteady state or failure point.      
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Chapter 7 
Results and Educational Validity 
 
 The results found using engineering analysis show that the power 
generation information from published sources for the IC engine is 
reproducible in a laboratory experiment.  The experimental data for power 
generation was verified and found to be within 2.7% of the theoretical power 
calculations.  The emissions data was found to within 1.42% of what the IC 
engine design required based on reverse combustion analysis.  The emissions 
analysis also disproves the myth that fuel injected cars have “dirty” 
emissions at idle.  Within 120 seconds of initial startup, the engine emissions 
went from the “dirty” emissions (high CO, high Hydrocarbons, and less 
efficient fuel burn causing lower CO2) to virtually no CO, exceptionally low 
amounts of Hydrocarbons, and an optimum CO2 production.   
 With a well planed laboratory experiment, the undergraduate students 
could see great benefit from the analysis of this engine.  A laboratory setup 
and experiment for students is included in the Appendix Section G.  This 
combined with a template for data collection would provide the students with 
an optimum learning experience in comparing theoretical results and 
experimental data.  This laboratory could also be used to show how computer 
control and control theory is used in today’s IC engine.  In addition, the 
analysis of this engine in comparison to the previous engine would be a great 
learning tool in combustion and technology advances and might make a 
suitable mechanical experimentation design project. 
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Chapter 8 
Conclusions 
 
 This thesis should provide a set of base data which can be used to 
further the IC engine lab for undergraduate students and possible graduate 
research.  Once the faulty wiring and sensors where replaced, the engine 
provided very sound data for analysis.  The error found in power calculations 
compared to the published data was almost negligible, 0.32%.  While the 
error between the theoretical calculations and the experimental calculations 
were found to be 2.7%. The error found between the published maximum 
torque and the maximum experimentally determined torque was 3%.  This 
could be a result of performance changes to the engine.  I would recommend 
changing the oil to stock performance oil since High performance synthetic oil 
was used and is known to decrease friction horse power [10].  I would also 
recommend replacing the spark plugs with standard copper plugs.  The 
platinum spark plugs currently installed are considered high performance and 
may change engine operation and ultimately the power generation.     
 The emissions data was very “clean” and repeatable.  The CO2 
analyzer gave erratic values initially. It was repaired but then became erratic 
again. It is scheduled for replacement in the upcoming semester.  The 
theoretical emissions calculations based on the engine design parameter, A/F 
of 14.7:1, compared to the experimentally obtained emissions data were 
within 1.42% of the engine design point.  It was found that the engine is 
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very “clean” during no engine load, idle unless it has a sensor failure at which 
time it has nearly 15 times the Carbon monoxide in the exhaust.   
 I would recommend purchasing a second flow meter to measure the 
fuel returning to the fuel tank or re-plumb the fuel system if the current flow 
meter allows for bidirectional measurement.  It would also be advantageous 
to investigate a way to monitor the air metering valve.  This will provide 
more reliable measured data for the air to fuel ratio.  If future testing using 
this IC engine will include sustained operation at a load requiring more than 
33% (or 40 hp) horsepower output, a vehicle speed sensor should be 
adapted to the current apparatus.  The PCM has a built in protection feature 
that will only allow the engine to temporarily output full power.  With an 
engine output greater than 40 hp and no vehicle speed output for more than 
a few seconds causes the PCM to regulate fuel decreasing power back to 40 
hp.            
       Based on the fuel quality issues during testing, I would also 
recommend that the fuel system be immediately “flushed” with gasoline not 
containing ethanol following testing with ethanol based fuel.  I would also 
recommend performing all maintenance to the analyzers (the new 
replacement or existing) each semester.  Most analyzers require certain 
maintenance procedures at six months and one year intervals.  With faculty 
guidance, it might be advantageous for the students to perform these 
procedures as outlined in the analyzer documentation to familiarize the 
students with requirements of such sophisticated equipment and maintain 
the equipment for the next semester. 
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Appendix B 
Collected Emissions Data Example 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
%CO2 %CH4 %O2 %NOx %CO RPM Power Torque AirFlow GasFlow A\F BSFC ExTemp1 ExTemp2 ExTemp3 Location Time
-0.501 -0.024 20.924 0.075 0.022 -0.005 0 0 -0.005 -0.1 0.065 -1.2E+07 68.914 68.005 68.918 0 1.56E+09
-0.611 0.005 20.535 0.073 0.023 -0.011 0 0 -0.005 -0.1 0.065 -3075497 74.187 69.8 71.414 2 1.01E+08
-0.63 0.005 20.536 0.074 0.021 -0.011 0 0 -0.005 -0.1 0.065 -3072751 74.187 69.796 71.407 2 1.01E+08
-0.652 0.005 20.537 0.074 0.024 -0.011 0 0 -0.005 -0.1 0.065 -3069147 74.18 69.798 71.393 2 1.01E+08
-0.65 0.005 20.537 0.074 0.022 -0.032 0 0 -0.005 -0.1 0.065 -1025098 74.18 69.8 71.354 2 1.01E+08
-0.623 0.005 20.508 0.073 0.017 1041.46 -0.19 0 0.51 0.237 2.924 -74.758 483.798 101.024 78.12 2 1.02E+08
-0.613 0.005 20.512 0.074 0.018 1029.43 -0.19 0 0.503 0.281 2.329 -89.599 499.947 103.656 80.192 2 1.02E+08
-0.616 0.005 20.518 0.074 0.017 1014.4 -0.19 0 0.499 0.285 2.28 -92.079 513.217 106.638 82.806 2 1.02E+08
-0.607 0.005 20.524 0.074 0.016 1012.54 -0.19 0 0.499 0.285 2.278 -92.277 527.303 109.749 84.665 2 1.02E+08
-0.607 0.005 20.53 0.074 0.015 1024.23 -0.19 0 0.498 0.283 2.292 -90.656 540.891 112.103 86.737 0 1.02E+08
-0.605 0.005 20.531 0.074 0.015 1017.94 -0.19 0 0.492 0.282 2.267 -91.12 554.086 114.64 89.841 0 1.02E+08
-0.602 0.005 20.53 0.074 0.018 1026.27 -0.19 0 0.487 0.282 2.247 -90.524 565.243 117.827 92.643 0 1.02E+08
-0.611 0.005 20.527 0.074 0.02 1020.82 -0.19 0 0.485 0.28 2.258 -90.096 574.488 123.23 93.909 0 1.02E+08
-0.605 0.005 20.528 0.074 0.02 1019.26 -0.19 0 0.485 0.277 2.278 -89.543 587.06 129.247 94.589 0 1.02E+08
-0.611 0.005 20.528 0.074 0.016 1024.19 -0.19 0 0.482 0.278 2.257 -89.556 597.034 133.818 97.657 0 1.02E+08
-0.605 0.005 20.527 0.074 0.018 1006.24 -0.18 0 0.476 0.277 2.231 -90.62 606.141 138.12 100.639 0 1.02E+08
-0.617 0.005 20.516 0.074 0.018 995.868 -0.18 0 0.474 0.278 2.218 -91.712 615.469 142.35 102.789 0 1.02E+08
-0.616 0.005 20.509 0.074 0.015 989.639 -0.18 0 0.474 0.277 2.223 -92.33 625.095 146.337 101.764 0 1.02E+08
-0.625 0.005 20.487 0.074 0.015 987.577 -0.18 0 0.476 0.278 2.227 -92.524 634.031 151.552 103.774 0 1.02E+08
-0.67 0.005 20.348 0.073 0.017 987.406 -0.18 0 0.474 0.274 2.248 -91.833 643.13 156.373 106.769 0 1.02E+08
-0.889 0.005 19.949 0.072 0.018 973.519 -0.18 0 0.468 0.276 2.208 -93.499 650.275 161.446 108.553 0 1.02E+08
-1.467 0.005 19.102 0.069 0.015 970.615 -0.18 0 0.467 0.266 2.288 -90.141 657.201 166.858 107.502 0 1.02E+08
-1.727 0.005 17.74 0.063 0.008 969.885 -0.18 0 0.464 0.282 2.139 -95.588 663.602 172.582 110.294 0 1.02E+08
-0.548 0.005 15.99 0.057 -0.04 970.642 -0.18 0 0.457 0.281 2.118 -95.103 667.252 178.756 113.098 0 1.02E+08
0.873 0.005 14.04 0.05 -0.134 962.5 -0.18 0 0.45 0.279 2.103 -95.17 672.051 184.107 113.358 0 1.02E+08
2.262 0.005 12.037 0.042 -0.209 961.071 -0.18 0 0.446 0.276 2.102 -94.479 677.23 188.55 113.182 0 1.02E+08
3.68 0.005 10.088 0.035 -0.216 955.812 -0.18 0 0.444 0.273 2.116 -93.783 680.508 193.42 116.959 0 1.02E+08
5.013 0.005 8.315 0.028 -0.15 954.267 -0.17 0 0.442 0.272 2.114 -93.651 684.26 198.473 116.531 0 1.02E+08
6.173 0.005 6.797 0.023 0.109 956.18 -0.18 0 0.441 0.271 2.116 -93.017 688.915 202.992 118.191 0 1.02E+08
7.065 0.005 5.512 0.018 0.496 954.181 -0.17 0 0.435 0.27 2.091 -93.08 691.038 207.09 120.261 0 1.02E+08
7.744 0.005 4.452 0.014 0.867 952.711 -0.17 0 0.433 0.269 2.093 -92.639 694.016 209.789 117.996 0 1.02E+08
8.325 0.005 3.598 0.011 1.139 946.337 -0.17 0 0.431 0.269 2.084 -93.355 697.208 212.292 118.595 0 1.02E+08
8.736 0.005 2.913 0.008 1.322 939.5 -0.17 0 0.424 0.269 2.05 -93.885 699.001 216.113 122.28 0 1.02E+08
9.018 0.005 2.37 0.006 1.451 939.532 -0.17 0 0.421 0.269 2.033 -94.182 701.645 219.74 122.671 0 1.02E+08
9.238 0.005 1.952 0.005 1.544 936.223 -0.17 0 0.42 0.268 2.043 -93.85 704.787 222.229 120.629 0 1.02E+08
9.383 0.005 1.631 0.003 1.611 936.463 -0.17 0 0.415 0.266 2.031 -93.123 707.164 224.919 123.095 0 1.02E+08
9.432 0.005 1.377 0.002 1.666 937.103 -0.17 0 0.411 0.25 2.155 -87.543 709.219 228.675 126.427 0 1.02E+08
9.512 0.005 1.176 0.002 1.727 938.643 -0.17 0 0.409 0.266 2.004 -92.855 711.12 232.871 126.852 0 1.02E+08
9.653 0.005 1.024 0.001 1.803 932.355 -0.17 0 0.409 0.266 2.001 -93.628 712.93 234.765 124.46 0 1.02E+08
9.844 0.008 0.919 0.001 1.886 924.585 -0.17 0 0.407 0.265 1.995 -94.189 714.08 236.363 124.749 0 1.02E+08
10.09 0.01 0.852 0 1.938 924.932 -0.17 0 0.402 0.249 2.109 -88.435 715.682 240.771 128.25 0 1.02E+08
10.38 0.01 0.82 0 1.891 922.043 -0.17 0 0.399 0.262 1.982 -93.355 716.377 243.246 126.466 0 1.02E+08
10.73 0.01 0.824 0 1.689 910.571 -0.17 0 0.394 0.265 1.932 -95.581 718.009 246.403 129.153 0 1.02E+08
11.03 0.011 0.852 0 1.336 911.215 -0.17 0 0.389 0.246 2.062 -88.637 718.477 249.41 130.163 0 1.02E+08
11.23 0.014 0.897 0.001 0.89 905.354 -0.17 0 0.386 0.257 1.953 -93.254 719.796 250.889 129.004 0 1.02E+08
11.4 0.015 0.942 0.001 0.452 893.012 -0.16 0 0.38 0.262 1.886 -96.352 720.364 253.931 130.503 0 1.02E+08
11.51 0.016 0.98 0.001 0.094 894.824 -0.16 0 0.376 0.264 1.856 -96.848 720.904 256.111 131.178 0 1.02E+08
11.65 0.019 1.003 0.001 -0.126 888.488 -0.16 0 0.375 0.265 1.842 -98.26 721.91 258.529 132.605 0 1.02E+08
11.75 0.02 1.023 0.001 -0.208 883.149 -0.16 0 0.372 0.264 1.836 -98.403 722.529 261.933 133.993 0 1.02E+08
11.81 0.022 1.025 0.001 -0.216 878.662 -0.16 0 0.372 0.255 1.899 -95.472 723.369 263.099 134.811 0 1.02E+08
11.93 0.025 1.026 0.001 -0.214 870.999 -0.16 0 0.368 0.26 1.842 -98.113 724.209 265.869 136.644 0 1.02E+08
11.92 0.028 1.026 0.001 -0.216 870.898 -0.16 0 0.363 0.252 1.877 -95.375 724.533 268.897 138.69 0 1.02E+08
12.01 0.028 1.026 0.001 -0.217 864.871 -0.16 0 0.36 0.263 1.776 -100.193 723.924 271.125 140.194 0 1.02E+08
11.99 0.031 1.025 0.001 -0.216 863.816 -0.16 0 0.359 0.263 1.774 -100.364 725.991 269.174 140.115 0 1.02E+08
12.03 0.037 1.019 0.001 -0.213 862.377 -0.16 0 0.359 0.261 1.785 -99.736 726.702 270.904 141.477 0 1.02E+08
12.07 0.04 1.002 0.001 -0.21 852.748 -0.16 0 0.355 0.25 1.853 -96.61 728.023 274.93 143.408 0 1.02E+08
12.07 0.04 0.999 0.001 -0.206 850.723 -0.16 0 0.349 0.248 1.837 -96.252 726.58 278.057 145.452 0 1.02E+08
12.12 0.044 0.984 0.001 -0.204 833.767 -0.15 0 0.342 0.259 1.718 -102.777 726.598 276.393 145.779 0 1.02E+08
12.12 0.049 0.977 0.001 -0.203 836.826 -0.15 0 0.337 0.26 1.684 -103.397 726.216 277.073 146.635 0 1.02E+08
12.11 0.052 0.962 0.001 -0.203 828.465 -0.15 0 0.335 0.262 1.664 -104.769 725.326 280.5 148.023 0 1.02E+08
12.17 0.054 0.94 0.001 -0.202 828.801 -0.15 0 0.333 0.254 1.708 -101.473 724.902 283.769 149.895 0 1.02E+08
12.16 0.054 0.921 0.001 -0.203 824.937 -0.15 0 0.333 0.259 1.673 -103.734 724.289 285 151.491 0 1.02E+08
12.21 0.059 0.903 0.001 -0.205 816.901 -0.15 0 0.332 0.26 1.656 -105.595 725.589 283.55 151.555 0 1.02E+08
12.19 0.064 0.895 0.001 -0.208 807.112 -0.15 0 0.327 0.257 1.659 -105.528 725.456 286.976 152.446 0 1.02E+08
12.15 0.068 0.879 0.001 -0.21 804.848 -0.15 0 0.327 0.259 1.642 -106.546 725.052 287.608 153.268 0 1.02E+08
12.12 0.073 0.879 0.001 -0.213 809.468 -0.15 0 0.331 0.26 1.66 -106.657 724.525 289.235 153.776 0 1.02E+08
12.25 0.077 0.879 0.001 -0.213 814.109 -0.15 0 0.338 0.261 1.683 -107.039 725.228 291.719 154.555 0 1.02E+08
12.25 0.081 0.878 0.001 -0.214 811.786 -0.15 0 0.338 0.261 1.682 -107.308 725.543 294.221 155.835 0 1.02E+08
12.21 0.085 0.876 0.001 -0.215 805.061 -0.15 0 0.336 0.242 1.824 -100.511 724.965 295.634 156.689 0 1.02E+08
12.21 0.088 0.864 0.001 -0.215 797.59 -0.14 0 0.333 0.257 1.686 -107.642 724.384 297.901 157.638 0 1.02E+08
12.22 0.088 0.854 0 -0.215 799.817 -0.14 0 0.333 0.258 1.681 -107.877 723.896 299.861 159.102 0 1.02E+08
12.2 0.09 0.839 0 -0.215 797.276 -0.14 0 0.334 0.259 1.677 -108.662 725.085 299.881 159.4 0 1.02E+08
12.12 0.096 0.829 0 -0.215 798.037 -0.14 0 0.337 0.26 1.683 -108.803 725.189 300.737 159.757 0 1.02E+08
12.12 0.1 0.809 0 -0.216 800.457 -0.14 0 0.342 0.258 1.724 -107.511 726.478 302.795 160.77 0 1.02E+08
12.06 0.103 0.802 0 -0.216 807.496 -0.15 0 0.345 0.26 1.721 -107.434 726.395 305.714 162.241 0 1.02E+08
12.05 0.106 0.783 0 -0.217 804.688 -0.15 0 0.345 0.26 1.727 -107.337 726.81 306.72 162.995 0 1.02E+08
12.1 0.111 0.781 0 -0.217 790.183 -0.14 0 0.34 0.242 1.852 -101.599 726.835 308.27 163.65 0 1.02E+08
12.06 0.111 0.78 0 -0.217 789.97 -0.14 0 0.335 0.265 1.648 -111.23 725.966 310.897 165.212 0 1.02E+08
12.16 0.114 0.764 0 -0.217 788.179 -0.14 0 0.334 0.262 1.66 -110.105 727.269 310.085 165.594 0 1.02E+08
12.25 0.119 0.757 0 -0.217 783.053 -0.14 0 0.329 0.262 1.63 -110.878 726.811 311.32 165.884 0 1.02E+08
12.16 0.119 0.757 0 -0.217 790.13 -0.14 0 0.331 0.261 1.647 -109.047 727.785 313.046 167.252 0 1.02E+08
12.2 0.125 0.757 0 -0.216 791.803 -0.14 0 0.332 0.264 1.632 -110.02 729.835 313.043 167.963 0 1.02E+08
12.15 0.128 0.757 0 -0.215 786.895 -0.14 0 0.334 0.264 1.645 -110.747 730.871 314.952 168.873 0 1.02E+08
12.16 0.13 0.757 0 -0.214 784.225 -0.14 0 0.329 0.25 1.712 -105.336 731.494 315.621 170 0 1.02E+08
12.19 0.134 0.757 0 -0.214 779.632 -0.14 0 0.328 0.257 1.658 -108.387 732.091 316.685 170.528 0 1.02E+08
12.32 0.136 0.755 0 -0.214 775.14 -0.14 0 0.323 0.259 1.623 -109.77 732.296 318.832 171.626 0 1.02E+08
12.44 0.138 0.738 0 -0.214 774.975 -0.14 0 0.322 0.26 1.612 -110.426 733.707 319.301 172.622 0 1.02E+08
12.4 0.144 0.732 0 -0.215 777.49 -0.14 0 0.321 0.264 1.578 -111.796 733.96 319.832 173.059 0 1.02E+08
12.41 0.146 0.716 0 -0.216 773.717 -0.14 0 0.321 0.266 1.567 -113.13 732.031 321.624 174.008 0 1.02E+08
12.38 0.149 0.704 0 -0.216 769.827 -0.14 0 0.315 0.265 1.543 -113.271 732.501 321.252 173.773 0 1.02E+08
12.16 0.217 0.879 0.001 -0.209 745.458 -0.14 0 0.295 0.248 1.553 -109.456 747.362 343.682 191.612 0 1.02E+08
12.34 0.234 1.025 0.001 -0.19 704.017 -0.13 0 0.255 0.256 1.29 -120.608 757.603 347.703 198.698 0 1.03E+08
12.33 0.236 1.026 0.001 -0.19 703.516 -0.13 0 0.255 0.258 1.287 -121.468 756.985 348.151 198.824 0 1.03E+08
12.32 0.234 1.026 0.001 -0.189 702.525 -0.13 0 0.255 0.256 1.299 -120.373 756.8 349.696 199.365 0 1.03E+08
12.24 0.232 1.026 0.001 -0.188 707.502 -0.13 0 0.255 0.253 1.312 -118.128 756.42 349.909 199.826 0 1.03E+08
12.23 0.232 1.025 0.001 -0.188 704.891 -0.13 0 0.255 0.258 1.283 -121.233 758.112 349.936 200.398 0 1.03E+08
12.31 0.232 1.025 0.001 -0.187 883.016 -0.16 0 0.294 0.258 1.479 -96.689 762.276 350.467 200.689 0 1.03E+08
12.32 0.255 1.024 0.001 -0.185 1468.19 -0.12 0 0.552 0.259 2.768 -128.103 801.382 352.638 197.459 0 1.03E+08
12.3 0.277 1.025 0.001 -0.183 1454.23 -0.04 0 0.623 0.26 3.114 -445.509 840.321 364.428 198.709 0 1.03E+08
12.23 0.283 1.027 0.001 -0.182 1586.97 -0.04 0 0.679 0.25 3.542 -399.326 874.029 378.881 204.003 0 1.03E+08
12.18 0.287 1.048 0.001 0 1750.67 -0.04 0 0.762 0.261 3.794 -410.104 904.249 390.345 209.045 0 1.03E+08
12.17 0.296 1.068 0.001 0 1882.49 -0.04 0 0.846 0.263 4.181 -450.613 932.268 400.349 214.002 0 1.03E+08
12.08 0.301 1.075 0.001 0 1913.72 -0.05 0 0.898 0.254 4.613 -334.137 954.71 410.197 218.93 0 1.03E+08
12.04 0.301 1.08 0.001 0 1950.42 -0.03 0 0.926 0.259 4.659 -610.523 975.153 419.497 223.647 0 1.03E+08
11.99 0.299 1.095 0.001 0 1958.51 -0.02 0 0.943 0.262 4.682 -897.515 991.292 428.871 228.553 0 1.03E+08
11.98 0.298 1.1 0.001 0 1973.32 -0.01 0 0.944 0.257 4.781 -1585.08 1005.49 437.628 233.331 0 1.03E+08
11.97 0.298 1.119 0.001 0 2008.58 0.022 0 0.965 0.26 4.835 716.688 1018.5 446.584 238.21 0 1.03E+08
11.92 0.295 1.123 0.001 0 1995.81 0.006 0 0.965 0.257 4.877 2792.11 1029.93 455.878 243.137 0 1.03E+08
11.8 0.293 1.123 0.001 0 1989.82 0.004 0 0.966 0.257 4.88 3468.107 1040.39 464.883 248.239 0 1.03E+08
11.9 0.289 1.108 0.001 0 1994.68 0.007 0 0.962 0.261 4.796 2278.268 1050.15 473.454 253.324 0 1.03E+08
11.98 0.288 1.093 0.001 0 1978.5 -0 0 0.95 0.252 4.918 -3473.04 1058.42 482.075 258.401 0 1.03E+08
12.1 0.288 1.074 0.001 0 1956.38 -0.02 0 0.935 0.255 4.764 -949.889 1065.47 489.712 263.302 0 1.03E+08
12.15 0.285 1.052 0.001 0 1961.61 -0.02 0 0.932 0.257 4.718 -882.204 1068.64 497.12 268.311 0 1.03E+08
12.19 0.284 1.031 0.001 0 1724.89 -0.03 0 0.861 0.258 4.338 -464.517 1067.2 499.348 272.042 0 1.03E+08
12.16 0.282 1.021 0.001 0 1787.62 -0.04 0 0.819 0.259 4.115 -377.744 1063.19 501.692 274.696 0 1.03E+08
12.24 0.283 1.002 0.001 0 1910.61 -0.01 0 0.865 0.258 4.371 -1235.53 1069.55 511.106 279.025 0 1.03E+08
12.22 0.283 1.001 0.001 0 1915.05 -0.03 0 0.894 0.254 4.591 -602.343 1077.47 519.736 284.141 0 1.03E+08
12.17 0.283 1.001 0.001 0 1957.64 -0.01 0 0.912 0.261 4.542 -1346.88 1083.09 526.747 289.122 0 1.03E+08
12.16 0.284 1.006 0.001 0 1985.57 0.019 0 0.934 0.264 4.601 827.807 1089.34 533.668 294.778 0 1.03E+08
11.92 0.287 1.008 0.001 0 1991.19 0.029 0 0.939 0.269 4.544 562.108 1094.39 539.37 300.044 0 1.03E+08
11.85 0.288 0.999 0.001 0 1977.21 0.017 0 0.942 0.255 4.82 909.419 1098.62 544.399 304.997 0 1.03E+08
11.82 0.288 0.972 0.001 0 1980 0.019 0 0.94 0.262 4.667 839.871 1101.17 549.485 310.018 0 1.03E+08
11.79 0.288 0.933 0.001 0 1966.91 -0.01 0 0.93 0.266 4.549 -2284.24 1105.64 553.829 314.677 0 1.03E+08
11.85 0.288 0.884 0.001 0 1957.57 0.001 0 0.925 0.271 4.431 12963.88 1109.07 558.45 319.156 0 1.03E+08
11.98 0.288 0.829 0 0 1943.33 0.01 0 0.916 0.268 4.444 1600.295 1110.54 562.193 323.435 0 1.03E+08
12.11 0.288 0.779 0 0 1956.89 0.006 0 0.919 0.247 4.907 2500.596 1111.91 565.89 327.713 0 1.03E+08
12.24 0.288 0.734 0 0 1949.93 0.012 0 0.917 0.258 4.621 1273.517 1112.91 569.991 331.822 0 1.03E+08
12.34 0.289 0.697 0 0 1978.01 0.033 0 0.925 0.259 4.643 471.062 1114.08 573.344 336.226 0 1.03E+08
12.32 0.291 0.674 0 0 1988.53 0.051 0 0.934 0.262 4.643 306.502 1115.69 577.408 340.876 0 1.03E+08
12.36 0.292 0.659 0 0 1982.6 0.045 0 0.932 0.26 4.667 345.907 1116.35 580.949 345.575 0 1.03E+08
12.33 0.293 0.653 0 0 1980.05 0.047 0 0.932 0.261 4.637 336.211 1116.77 583.957 349.63 0 1.03E+08
12.36 0.292 0.638 0 0 1986.77 0.058 0 0.934 0.265 4.591 272.858 1117.7 587.88 353.576 0 1.03E+08
12.26 0.293 0.635 0 0 1993.94 0.071 0 0.937 0.266 4.577 223.618 1118.58 591.377 357.547 0 1.03E+08
12.27 0.293 0.63 0 0 1974.83 0.056 0 0.932 0.264 4.597 283.247 1118.52 594.249 361.552 0 1.03E+08
12.26 0.293 0.613 0 0 1954.7 0.029 0 0.919 0.258 4.662 526.413 1118.56 596.905 364.978 0 1.03E+08
12.35 0.293 0.61 0 0 1978.37 0.06 0 0.92 0.253 4.763 251.659 1118.97 600.27 368.547 0 1.03E+08
12.47 0.293 0.599 0 0 1942.03 0.049 0 0.912 0.264 4.488 320.322 1119.17 602.441 371.609 0 1.03E+08
12.51 0.293 0.586 0 0 1938 0.052 0 0.908 0.263 4.484 304.235 1119.3 605.166 374.94 0 1.03E+08
12.48 0.293 0.584 -0.001 0 1940.85 0.062 0 0.904 0.262 4.486 255.129 1119.3 607.388 377.461 0 1.03E+08
12.53 0.293 0.565 -0.001 0 1938.71 0.045 0 0.907 0.261 4.524 347.511 1119.44 609.825 380.276 0 1.03E+08
12.56 0.294 0.561 -0.001 0 1934.78 0.06 0 0.902 0.261 4.499 259.061 1119.6 612.314 383.224 0 1.03E+08
12.55 0.295 0.55 -0.001 0 1931.57 0.054 0 0.896 0.261 4.472 288.144 1119.66 614.527 385.96 0 1.03E+08
12.51 0.297 0.538 -0.001 0 1965.51 0.056 0 0.907 0.246 4.824 262.168 1119.93 617.155 389.069 0 1.03E+08
12.54 0.298 0.537 -0.001 0 1959.96 0.057 0 0.912 0.258 4.592 273.346 1120.35 619.368 392.148 0 1.03E+08
12.51 0.298 0.537 -0.001 0 1960.92 0.051 0 0.913 0.263 4.513 309.344 1120.46 621.766 395.48 0 1.03E+08
12.42 0.298 0.537 -0.001 0 1942.23 0.058 0 0.906 0.263 4.473 273.355 1120.59 623.84 398.632 0 1.03E+08
12.48 0.295 0.528 -0.001 0 1300.5 -0.02 0 0.725 0.261 3.61 -789.121 1118.22 614.472 397.827 0 1.03E+08
12.56 0.281 0.514 -0.001 0 749.844 -0.02 0 0.434 0.259 2.181 -1013.91 1089.61 594.42 390.797 0 1.03E+08
12.56 0.261 0.512 -0.001 0 962.974 -0.02 0 0.345 0.259 1.733 -793.602 1056.29 579.965 381.747 0 1.03E+08
12.52 0.25 0.499 -0.001 0 1541.57 -0.03 0 0.519 0.257 2.622 -612.15 1069.25 588.706 386.97 0 1.03E+08
12.5 0.253 0.49 -0.001 0 1807.65 0.004 0 0.703 0.259 3.527 3613.12 1089.96 598.863 393.333 0 1.03E+08
12.5 0.26 0.492 -0.001 0 1221.44 -0.02 0 0.638 0.243 3.43 -777.221 1089.42 597.06 394.719 0 1.03E+08
12.35 0.254 0.509 -0.001 0 706.063 -0.01 0 0.381 0.252 1.966 -1207.19 1043.75 578.316 386.027 0 1.03E+08
12.29 0.248 0.535 -0.001 0 1128.88 0.059 0 0.429 0.251 2.226 256.495 1023.34 560.374 376.009 0 1.03E+08
12.08 0.245 0.574 -0.001 -0.217 710.997 0.026 0 0.303 0.256 1.545 586.3 998.789 551.142 369.969 0 1.03E+08
12.16 0.235 0.597 0 -0.217 1298.29 0.088 0 0.395 0.255 2.017 173.231 997.266 556.758 373.616 0 1.03E+08
12.32 0.245 0.61 0 -0.217 1740.54 0.236 0 0.703 0.247 3.726 62.787 1043.28 575.591 382.336 0 1.03E+08
12.37 0.249 0.61 0 -0.217 708.05 0.04 0 0.426 0.254 2.179 380.213 1007.72 557.07 375.57 0 1.03E+08
12.18 0.238 0.601 0 -0.217 694.057 0.04 0 0.276 0.243 1.484 361.464 982.046 547.899 372.045 0 1.03E+08
12.18 0.226 0.588 0 -0.217 914.045 0.052 0 0.283 0.252 1.459 291.678 968.875 544.418 372.733 0 1.03E+08
12.21 0.226 0.586 0 -0.217 1562.29 0.094 0 0.499 0.26 2.499 165.71 1002.01 560.33 381.353 0 1.03E+08
12.3 0.231 0.586 0 -0.217 753.574 0.041 0 0.403 0.252 2.074 365.594 994.404 555.916 382.035 0 1.03E+08
12.28 0.224 0.569 -0.001 -0.217 691.414 0.04 0 0.274 0.258 1.379 390.84 965.132 544.434 378.506 0 1.03E+08
12.19 0.218 0.557 -0.001 -0.217 774.788 0.045 0 0.257 0.256 1.305 340.192 950.87 539.227 376.796 0 1.03E+08
12.04 0.217 0.545 -0.001 -0.217 1469.41 0.086 0 0.438 0.256 2.233 178.745 974.727 550.042 380.576 0 1.03E+08
11.94 0.224 0.542 -0.001 -0.217 1830.16 0.145 0 0.673 0.254 3.447 105.144 1014.03 565.229 387.123 0 1.03E+08
11.89 0.238 0.539 -0.001 -0.217 1846.12 0.144 0 0.798 0.259 3.999 107.908 1046.79 576.3 390.888 0 1.03E+08
11.95 0.25 0.537 -0.001 -0.217 1953.58 0.227 0 0.861 0.257 4.358 68.011 1065.72 583.903 393.597 0 1.03E+08
11.88 0.258 0.537 -0.001 -0.217 1993.47 0.261 0 0.904 0.255 4.604 58.735 1083.88 590.409 396.308 0 1.03E+08
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Collected Power Data and Analysis 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Example calculation Chapter 5: 
The torque at the lowest 20% throttle engine speed, 1947 RPM, was 31.3lbf (per 
LabVIEW). The torque at the lowest 30% throttle engine speed, 2015 RPM, was 
34.2lb (per LabVIEW). 
0349.1
1947
2015
%20
%30
==
RPMat
RPMat
 
Therefore there is a 3.49% increase in engine speed from the 20% throttle position 
to the 30% throttle position.  It follows that: 
0926.1
30.31
20.34
%20
%30
==
Torqueat
Torqueat
 
Therefore there is a 9.26% increase in engine torque from the 20% throttle position 
to the 30% throttle position. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
% rpm torque power (HP)
10.00 2002 10.4 3.96
10.00 1466 16.3 4.55
10.00 1289 20.1 4.93
20.00 2215 15.4 6.49
20.00 2175 26.7 11.06
20.00 1947 31.3 11.60
30.00 2488.00 20.30 9.62
30.00 2290.00 29.10 12.69
30.00 2015.00 34.20 13.12
40.00 2790.00 26.70 14.18
40.00 2411.00 31.80 14.60
40.00 2038.00 39.00 15.13
50.00 3100.00 34.50 20.36
50.00 2505.00 34.60 16.50
50.00 2109.00 43.90 17.63
60.00 3483.00 44.20 29.31
60.00 2630.00 39.00 19.53
60.00 2180.00 45.00 18.68
70.00 3910.00 55.50 41.32
70.00 2768.00 40.20 21.19
70.00 2255.00 47.00 20.18
80.00 4400.00 70.50 59.06
80.00 2917.00 42.10 23.38
80.00 2330.00 50.00 22.18
90.00 4511.00 72.20 62.01
90.00 3069.00 46.80 27.35
90.00 2401.00 56.00 25.60
/1.02523 1.02411
1.12532 1.27027
1.12260 1.25566  
1.12355 1.28116
1.11111 1.29213
1.12138 1.31527
1.12325 1.31818
1.10639 1.48077
tot 1.11 1.28
1.05211 1.11164
1.05383 1.04726
1.05247 1.03077
1.04990 1.12717
1.05284 1.09278
1.05287 1.08989
1.48363 1.63804
1.03899 1.08805
tot 1.1045798 1.1532
1.0304721 1.12
1.03325942 1.06383
1.03440367 1.044444
1.03366524 1.025057
1.03483808 1.125641
1.01141439 1.140351
1.03492553 1.092652
1.51047324 1.557214
tot 1.09043146 1.146149
100 4995.27205 92.39394 87.88
100 3389.9554 53.96975 34.84
100 2618.12593 64.18432 32.00
5600 124.36
Calculation at
5600 124.3658 0.003 error from published data
RPM
5600 130
4995 87.88
3389 34.83
2618 40.2
A 24952742.9 4995.272 1 b 87.88 A^-1 2.6205E-07 -8.1E-07 5.45E-07 results 1.23521E-05
11491797.6 3389.955 1 34.84 -0.00157441 0.006145 -0.00457 -0.07053391
6854583.4 2618.126 1 32.00 2.325776226 -10.5552 9.229452 131.9938145
Calculation at
4800 126.0109 0.032 error from published data
RPM
A 9610000.00 3100.00 1.00 b 34.50 A^-1 1.69594E-06 -4.2E-06 2.55E-06 results 2.35285E-05
6275025.00 2505.00 1.00 34.60 -0.00782505 0.022108 -0.01428 -0.13204552
4447881.00 2109.00 1.00 43.90 8.959704568 -27.7476 19.78794 217.731871
% rpm torque power (HP)
10 2002 10.4 =C2*D2/5252
10 1466 16.3 =C3*D3/5252
10 1289 20.1 =C4*D4/5252
20 2215 15.4 =C5*D5/5252
20 2175 26.7 =C6*D6/5252
20 1947 31.3 =C7*D7/5252
30 2488 20.3 =C8*D8/5252
30 2290 29.1 =C9*D9/5252
30 2015 34.2 =C10*D10/5252
40 2790 26.7 =C11*D11/5252
40 2411 31.8 =C12*D12/5252
40 2038 39 =C13*D13/5252
50 3100 34.5 =C14*D14/5252
50 2505 34.6 =C15*D15/5252
50 2109 43.9 =C16*D16/5252
60 3483 44.2 =C17*D17/5252
60 2630 39 =C18*D18/5252
60 2180 45 =C19*D19/5252
70 3910 55.5 =C20*D20/5252
70 2768 40.2 =C21*D21/5252
70 2255 47 =C22*D22/5252
80 4400 70.5 =C23*D23/5252
80 2917 42.1 =C24*D24/5252
80 2330 50 =C25*D25/5252
90 4511 72.2 =C26*D26/5252
90 3069 46.8 =C27*D27/5252
90 2401 56 =C28*D28/5252
/=C26/C23 =D26/D23
=C23/C20 =D23/D20
=C20/C17 =D20/D17  
=C17/C14 =D17/D14
=C14/C11 =D14/D11
=C11/C8 =D11/D8
=C8/C5 =D8/D5
=C5/C2 =D5/D2
tot =SUM(C36:C43)/8 =SUM(D36:D43)/8
=C27/C24 =D27/D24
=C24/C21 =D24/D21
=C21/C18 =D21/D18
=C18/C15 =D18/D15
=C12/C9 =D12/D9
=C9/C6 =D9/D6
=C6/C3 =D6/D3
=C15/C12 =D15/D12
tot =SUM(C45:C52)/8 =SUM(D45:D52)/8
=C28/C25 =D28/D25
=C25/C22 =D25/D22
=C22/C19 =D22/D19
=C19/C16 =D19/D16
=C16/C13 =D16/D13
=C13/C10 =D13/D10
=C10/C7 =D10/D7
=C7/C4 =D7/D4
tot =SUM(C54:C61)/8 =SUM(D54:D61)/8
100 =C26*C44 =D26*D44 =C65*D65/5252
100 =C27*C53 =D27*D53 =C66*D66/5252
100 =C28*C62 =D28*D62 =C67*D67/5252
5600 124.36
Calculation at
5600 =((1.23521*10^-5)*A71^2)-(0.07053391*A71)+131.9938 =1-124/E71 error from published data
RPM
5600 130
4995 87.88
3389 34.83
2618 40.2
A =C65^2 =C65 1 b =E65 A^-1
=C66^2 =C66 1 =E66
=C67^2 =C67 1 =E67
Calculation at
4800 =M88*A84^2+M89*A84+M90 =1-122/E84 error from published data
RPM
A =D88^2 3100 1 b =D14 A^-1
=D89^2 2505 1 =D15
=D90^2 2109 1 =D16
=MINVERSE(C78:E80) =MINVERSE(C78:E80) =MINVERSE(C78:E80) results =MMULT(I78:K80,G78:G80)
=MINVERSE(C78:E80) =MINVERSE(C78:E80) =MINVERSE(C78:E80) =MMULT(I78:K80,G78:G80)
=MINVERSE(C78:E80) =MINVERSE(C78:E80) =MINVERSE(C78:E80) =MMULT(I78:K80,G78:G80)
=MINVERSE(C88:E90) =MINVERSE(C88:E90) =MINVERSE(C88:E90) results =MMULT(I88:K90,G88:G90)
=MINVERSE(C88:E90) =MINVERSE(C88:E90) =MINVERSE(C88:E90) =MMULT(I88:K90,G88:G90)
=MINVERSE(C88:E90) =MINVERSE(C88:E90) =MINVERSE(C88:E90) =MMULT(I88:K90,G88:G90)
Appendix D 
Collected A/F Data and Analysis 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Example calculation Chapter 6: 
 
The combustion equation, Equation 2.8, is used with the data from Table 5.5 in the 
following calculation. 
2422222188 76.3)76.3( afCHeOdCOOcHbCOOaHxC +++++→++  
where b, d, e, and f are dry measured exhaust percent fractions. 
Each element is solved for: 
65.2448.0
2
00.0
2
1.15
22
14.18*237.0*4*2*418:
934.137.000.01.158:
=→+++=+++=
=→+=+=
=→++=++=
a
c
e
dc
ba
cccfxH
xfdbxC
 
This results in the following balanced combustion equation: 
24
22222188
94.471913.0
248.000.0379.9808.7)76.3(75.12
CH
OCOOHCOOHC
++
+++→++
 
Equation 2.9 is then used to find the air to fuel ratio, A/F. 
39.15
)016.2*9()011.12*8(
)97.28(*)76.4*75.12(
/ =
+
=FA   
 
%CO2 %CH4 %O2 %NOx %CO ExTemp1 ExTemp2 ExTemp3 Location Time x b a BA a F/A
12.474 0.009 0.867 0.001 1.474 710.615 238.566 130.059 0 71365304 1.744625 15.68363 21.91981 12.5642 15.1671
12.758 0.009 0.778 0 1.428 712.699 241.537 131.721 0 71368336 1.774375 15.95138 22.22569 12.52592 15.12089
13.127 0.008 0.722 0 1.255 714.332 243.794 133.14 0 71371424 1.79875 16.17275 22.56288 12.54364 15.14228
13.589 0.009 0.708 0 0.956 715.579 246.491 133.441 0 71374464 1.81925 16.35525 22.95263 12.61653 15.23027
13.995 0.01 0.708 0 0.572 716.951 249.854 135.605 0 71377496 1.822125 16.37913 23.17856 12.72062 15.35593
14.407 0.01 0.729 0 0.194 717.718 252.778 137.908 0 71380536 1.826375 16.41738 23.44169 12.83509 15.49411
14.708 0.01 0.759 0 -0.079 718.218 255.084 140.159 0 71383576 1.83975 16.53775 23.73588 12.90169 15.5745
15.02 0.01 0.792 0 -0.199 719.683 257.771 142.35 0 71386608 1.87875 16.88875 24.25638 12.91091 15.58564
15.199 0.01 0.829 0 -0.212 720.839 259.814 143.696 0 71389632 1.901125 17.09013 24.57306 12.92554 15.60329
15.228 0.011 0.868 0.001 -0.188 720.199 262.968 146.098 0 71392680 1.904875 17.12188 24.65694 12.94412 15.62573
15.37 0.011 0.896 0.001 -0.177 720.799 266.056 148.968 0 71395720 1.922625 17.28163 24.90681 12.95459 15.63836
15.452 0.012 0.922 0.001 -0.181 721.667 268.313 151.153 0 71398768 1.933 17.373 25.0605 12.96456 15.6504
15.525 0.014 0.935 0.001 -0.192 722.096 270.681 152.637 0 71401800 1.942375 17.45338 25.18669 12.96695 15.65329
15.583 0.015 0.951 0.001 -0.202 721.958 273.338 154.029 0 71404832 1.94975 17.51775 25.29288 12.97237 15.65983
15.544 0.015 0.952 0.001 -0.206 721.305 276.131 156.201 0 71407872 1.944875 17.47388 25.23294 12.97407 15.66188
15.586 0.015 0.952 0.001 -0.209 722.341 277.633 158.185 0 71410904 1.950125 17.52113 25.29856 12.97279 15.66034
15.638 0.017 0.952 0.001 -0.211 724.301 278.127 158.596 0 71413944 1.956875 17.57788 25.37894 12.96912 15.6559
15.621 0.02 0.957 0.001 -0.212 723.919 281.762 159.62 0 71416968 1.955125 17.55613 25.35606 12.96902 15.65579
15.643 0.02 0.976 0.001 -0.212 724.022 284.674 161.736 0 71420016 1.957875 17.58088 25.40944 12.97807 15.66671
15.614 0.02 0.998 0.001 -0.213 724.407 285.843 163.601 0 71423040 1.95425 17.54825 25.38613 12.99021 15.68137
15.635 0.021 1.028 0.001 -0.214 723.682 286.058 164.732 0 71426112 1.957 17.571 25.4485 13.00383 15.69781
15.564 0.024 1.061 0.001 -0.215 723.6 287.326 164.862 0 71429168 1.9485 17.4885 25.36925 13.01989 15.71719
15.497 0.026 1.088 0.001 -0.216 723.55 290.584 166.179 0 71432200 1.940375 17.41138 25.29069 13.03392 15.73413
15.501 0.029 1.108 0.001 -0.217 724.202 292.886 167.462 0 71435240 1.94125 17.41325 25.31563 13.04089 15.74254
15.488 0.029 1.124 0.002 -0.217 723.803 294.446 168.874 0 71438264 1.939625 17.39863 25.31131 13.04959 15.75305
15.538 0.031 1.14 0.002 -0.217 723.635 295.59 169.634 0 71441312 1.946125 17.45313 25.40456 13.05392 15.75827
15.506 0.034 1.145 0.002 -0.217 722.913 297.669 170.33 0 71444344 1.9425 17.4145 25.35825 13.05444 15.7589
15.535 0.035 1.131 0.002 -0.217 721.767 299.836 171.593 0 71447368 1.94625 17.44625 25.38913 13.04515 15.74769
15.506 0.038 1.121 0.001 -0.217 721.57 300.224 172.627 0 71450408 1.943 17.411 25.3325 13.03783 15.73885
15.543 0.04 1.1 0.001 -0.217 722.64 301.935 173.234 0 71453440 1.947875 17.45088 25.36844 13.02365 15.72173
15.615 0.044 1.092 0.001 -0.217 723.703 304.552 174.121 0 71456512 1.957375 17.52838 25.47119 13.01293 15.70879
15.593 0.044 1.076 0.001 -0.216 723.426 306.117 175.162 0 71459560 1.954625 17.50363 25.42081 13.00547 15.69978
15.599 0.047 1.074 0.001 -0.215 722.636 307.149 176.561 0 71462592 1.95575 17.50775 25.42688 13.00109 15.69449
15.607 0.049 1.074 0.001 -0.214 722.245 308.617 177.385 0 71465632 1.957 17.515 25.4385 12.99872 15.69164
15.578 0.053 1.073 0.001 -0.214 722.577 310.846 178.77 0 71468664 1.953875 17.47888 25.39044 12.99491 15.68704
15.65 0.054 1.073 0.001 -0.215 723.25 311.891 179.862 0 71471696 1.963 17.559 25.5025 12.99159 15.68304
15.58 0.058 1.067 0.001 -0.215 723.322 312.926 180.815 0 71474736 1.95475 17.47675 25.38538 12.98651 15.67689
15.649 0.06 1.055 0.001 -0.216 724.644 314.275 181.719 0 71477776 1.963625 17.55263 25.48031 12.97616 15.6644
15.639 0.063 1.05 0.001 -0.217 724.866 316.743 182.755 0 71480824 1.96275 17.53875 25.45838 12.97077 15.65789
15.688 0.064 1.04 0.001 -0.217 723.665 317.668 184.061 0 71483848 1.969 17.593 25.5245 12.96318 15.64873
15.662 0.068 1.032 0.001 -0.216 724.094 317.477 184.505 0 71486880 1.96625 17.56025 25.47413 12.95569 15.63969
15.598 0.073 1.049 0.001 -0.215 724.105 320.009 185.371 0 71489920 1.958875 17.48388 25.38894 12.96098 15.64608
15.607 0.074 1.08 0.001 -0.215 726.055 322.432 186.488 0 71492960 1.960125 17.49313 25.43356 12.97548 15.66358
15.487 0.078 1.122 0.002 -0.216 728.33 323.631 186.784 0 71495984 1.945625 17.35463 25.28631 12.9965 15.68896
15.436 0.082 1.168 0.002 -0.217 729.01 324.594 186.695 0 71499024 1.93975 17.29375 25.25088 13.01759 15.71442
15.416 0.083 1.205 0.002 -0.217 729.156 327.379 187.733 0 71502056 1.937375 17.27038 25.25619 13.03629 15.73699
15.375 0.083 1.221 0.002 -0.217 729.356 328.504 189.002 0 71505088 1.93225 17.22425 25.20813 13.046 15.74871
15.425 0.087 1.221 0.002 -0.216 732.27 328.599 189.325 0 71508120 1.939 17.277 25.2845 13.03997 15.74143
15.462 0.088 1.218 0.002 -0.216 729.701 329.446 190.199 0 71511160 1.94375 17.31775 25.33888 13.03608 15.73673
15.546 0.092 1.197 0.002 -0.216 731.328 329.659 190.885 0 71514200 1.95475 17.40875 25.44738 13.01822 15.71518
15.512 0.095 1.187 0.002 -0.216 733.503 332.768 191.685 0 71517224 1.950875 17.36788 25.38294 13.01105 15.70652
15.541 0.098 1.172 0.002 -0.216 734.41 333.882 192.123 0 71520264 1.954875 17.39788 25.41194 12.99926 15.69229
15.583 0.099 1.169 0.002 -0.217 735.545 335.414 193.315 0 71523304 1.96025 17.44425 25.47413 12.99534 15.68756
15.54 0.102 1.152 0.002 -0.216 734.33 336.027 194.319 0 71526336 1.95525 17.39325 25.38863 12.98485 15.67489
15.596 0.104 1.148 0.002 -0.217 735.954 337.677 195.125 0 71529408 1.9625 17.4545 25.47125 12.97898 15.66781
15.545 0.105 1.147 0.002 -0.217 736.113 339.059 196.329 0 71532456 1.95625 17.39625 25.39013 12.97898 15.6678
15.576 0.107 1.145 0.002 -0.217 736.739 338.805 197.009 0 71535488 1.960375 17.42938 25.43569 12.97491 15.66289
15.563 0.111 1.147 0.002 -0.217 736.691 338.877 197.401 0 71538512 1.95925 17.41125 25.41563 12.97212 15.65953
15.544 0.112 1.158 0.002 -0.217 739.45 339.686 198.33 0 71541552 1.957 17.389 25.3965 12.97726 15.66573
15.504 0.117 1.181 0.002 -0.217 739.105 339.96 198.639 0 71544584 1.952625 17.33963 25.35481 12.98499 15.67506
15.457 0.117 1.211 0.002 -0.216 738.886 340.988 199.637 0 71547632 1.94675 17.28675 25.31138 13.00186 15.69543
15.428 0.121 1.243 0.002 -0.216 740.871 340.899 199.981 0 71550664 1.943625 17.25063 25.29631 13.01502 15.71131
15.361 0.125 1.27 0.002 -0.215 739.673 342.205 200.04 0 71553696 1.93575 17.17175 25.21688 13.02693 15.72569
15.222 0.127 1.29 0.002 -0.215 741.577 344.347 201.571 0 71556728 1.918625 17.01363 25.01881 13.03997 15.74143
15.238 0.127 1.28 0.002 -0.216 743.554 344.864 202.242 0 71559768 1.920625 17.03163 25.03381 13.0342 15.73447
15.331 0.129 1.259 0.002 -0.217 742.161 345.072 202.902 0 71562800 1.9325 17.1345 25.15725 13.01798 15.71489
15.372 0.132 1.227 0.002 -0.217 743.201 346.816 203.53 0 71565840 1.938 17.178 25.188 12.9969 15.68944
15.478 0.132 1.193 0.002 -0.217 741.769 346.791 204.371 0 71568872 1.95125 17.29725 25.31963 12.97611 15.66434
15.529 0.136 1.164 0.002 -0.217 746.411 346.686 205.157 0 71571896 1.958125 17.35113 25.36856 12.95554 15.63951
15.608 0.14 1.142 0.002 -0.217 748.397 347.372 205.189 0 71574928 1.9685 17.4365 25.46825 12.9379 15.61821
15.526 0.141 1.123 0.002 -0.217 749.673 348.172 206.03 0 71577968 1.958375 17.34338 25.32069 12.92944 15.608
15.556 0.143 1.123 0.001 -0.217 747.524 348.675 206.225 0 71581016 1.962375 17.37538 25.36669 12.92652 15.60448
15.574 0.146 1.123 0.002 -0.217 746.851 349.964 206.639 0 71584048 1.965 17.393 25.3935 12.9229 15.60011
15.537 0.147 1.132 0.002 -0.217 747.743 351.16 207.04 0 71587080 1.9605 17.3505 25.34425 12.92744 15.60559
15.527 0.147 1.147 0.002 -0.217 748.503 352.53 208.032 0 71590104 1.95925 17.33925 25.34363 12.93537 15.61516
15.446 0.148 1.151 0.002 -0.217 748.846 353.057 208.927 0 71593144 1.94925 17.24725 25.22063 12.93863 15.6191
15.478 0.151 1.161 0.002 -0.217 751.254 353.769 210.247 0 71596208 1.953625 17.28063 25.27931 12.9397 15.62038
15.471 0.152 1.168 0.002 -0.217 750.141 353.51 211.163 0 71599248 1.952875 17.27188 25.27494 12.94242 15.62368
15.478 0.156 1.171 0.002 -0.217 744.505 352.436 211.093 0 71602280 1.95425 17.27625 25.28713 12.93955 15.62021
15.468 0.156 1.172 0.002 -0.217 747.471 353.938 211.604 0 71605328 1.953 17.265 25.2725 12.94035 15.62117
15.501 0.159 1.165 0.002 -0.217 745.031 353.819 212.175 0 71608360 1.9575 17.2995 25.31575 12.93269 15.61193
15.481 0.161 1.148 0.002 -0.217 748.129 354.408 212.177 0 71611392 1.95525 17.27525 25.26663 12.92245 15.59957
15.473 0.161 1.128 0.002 -0.217 743.529 354.113 212.475 0 71614432 1.95425 17.26625 25.23413 12.91243 15.58748
15.544 0.162 1.107 0.001 -0.216 742.368 352.698 212.303 0 71617464 1.96325 17.34525 25.32363 12.89883 15.57105
15.548 0.164 1.081 0.001 -0.216 744.34 354.428 213.11 0 71620504 1.964 17.348 25.303 12.8834 15.55243
15.567 0.166 1.059 0.001 -0.215 748.792 355.955 213.896 0 71623560 1.966625 17.36763 25.30981 12.86967 15.53585
15.577 0.169 1.042 0.001 -0.215 746.224 355.017 214.051 0 71626592 1.96825 17.37625 25.30713 12.85768 15.52138
15.613 0.168 1.026 0.001 -0.214 748.049 357.061 214.815 0 71629632 1.972625 17.41763 25.34781 12.84979 15.51185
15.638 0.171 1.025 0.001 -0.215 751.176 357.348 215.341 0 71632672 1.976125 17.44313 25.38456 12.84563 15.50683
15.633 0.175 1.025 0.001 -0.216 753.203 358.095 215.077 0 71635704 1.976 17.434 25.375 12.8416 15.50197
15.612 0.176 1.027 0.001 -0.216 752.652 358.492 215.198 0 71638744 1.9735 17.4095 25.34375 12.84203 15.50249
15.633 0.178 1.042 0.001 -0.216 748.17 358.505 214.983 0 71641776 1.976375 17.43138 25.39069 12.8471 15.50861
15.563 0.177 1.048 0.001 -0.217 749.659 357.763 215.173 0 71644816 1.9675 17.3535 25.28775 12.85273 15.5154
15.59 0.18 1.046 0.001 -0.216 751.135 359.249 215.128 0 71647848 1.97125 17.38125 25.32663 12.848 15.5097
15.608 0.18 1.03 0.001 -0.216 749.851 358.885 215.413 0 71650888 1.9735 17.4015 25.33875 12.8395 15.49943
15.61 0.181 1.025 0.001 -0.216 750.518 361.108 216.727 0 71653928 1.973875 17.40288 25.33644 12.83589 15.49507
15.64 0.182 1.024 0.001 -0.216 754.138 361.537 217.485 0 71656960 1.97775 17.43575 25.38188 12.83371 15.49245
15.668 0.183 1.018 0.001 -0.216 754.098 363.365 218.436 0 71659992 1.981375 17.46638 25.41919 12.82906 15.48683
15.616 0.185 1.019 0.001 -0.216 753.61 363.561 218.329 0 71663024 1.975125 17.40613 25.33806 12.82859 15.48626
15.618 0.188 1.025 0.001 -0.215 754.344 364.473 218.482 0 71666056 1.97575 17.40575 25.34588 12.82848 15.48613
15.529 0.19 1.052 0.001 -0.215 756.394 363.559 218.511 0 71669096 1.964875 17.30388 25.23294 12.84201 15.50246
15.47 0.19 1.095 0.001 -0.214 756.049 362.878 218.71 0 71672128 1.9575 17.2375 25.18375 12.86526 15.53053
15.326 0.19 1.147 0.002 -0.212 755.279 363.54 219.227 0 71675192 1.9395 17.0755 25.01075 12.89546 15.56699
15.176 0.19 1.191 0.002 -0.209 756.818 362.454 219.211 0 71678256 1.92075 16.90675 24.82038 12.92223 15.5993
15.124 0.19 1.231 0.002 -0.207 756.004 362.731 219.847 0 71681280 1.91425 16.84825 24.77913 12.94456 15.62626
15.091 0.193 1.265 0.002 -0.205 749.657 361.739 220.137 0 71684312 1.9105 16.8085 24.76025 12.96009 15.645
15.01 0.195 1.293 0.002 -0.206 746.989 361.971 220.159 0 71687344 1.900625 16.71563 24.66081 12.97511 15.66313
15.009 0.196 1.316 0.002 -0.206 750.086 363.45 220.874 0 71690376 1.900625 16.71363 24.68181 12.98616 15.67647
15.027 0.198 1.318 0.002 -0.207 750.2 364.992 220.726 0 71693408 1.903125 16.73213 24.71106 12.98447 15.67443
15.026 0.2 1.317 0.002 -0.208 751.123 366.466 221.055 0 71696448 1.90325 16.72925 24.70763 12.98181 15.67122
15.08 0.2 1.297 0.002 -0.209 753.115 366.958 221.346 0 71699480 1.91 16.79 24.772 12.96963 15.65652
15.141 0.201 1.275 0.002 -0.209 755.395 367.681 221.895 0 71702512 1.91775 16.85775 24.84488 12.95522 15.63913
15.294 0.201 1.245 0.002 -0.21 756.746 368.644 223.365 0 71705552 1.936875 17.02988 25.05394 12.93524 15.615
15.363 0.204 1.208 0.002 -0.211 753.72 368.814 223.398 0 71708592 1.945875 17.10488 25.12344 12.91113 15.5859
15.364 0.205 1.174 0.002 -0.212 752.235 367.711 222.73 0 71711624 1.946125 17.10513 25.09056 12.89257 15.5635
15.426 0.203 1.147 0.002 -0.211 752.976 368.093 223.14 0 71714656 1.953625 17.17663 25.16131 12.87929 15.54747
15.352 0.205 1.13 0.002 -0.211 754.85 369.027 223.653 0 71717688 1.944625 17.09163 25.02781 12.87025 15.53655
15.359 0.204 1.123 0.002 -0.209 755.898 369.781 224.399 0 71720720 1.945375 17.10038 25.03219 12.86754 15.53328
15.395 0.207 1.123 0.001 -0.209 756.809 369.211 224.064 0 71723760 1.95025 17.13825 25.08713 12.86354 15.52846
15.307 0.21 1.123 0.001 -0.208 757.411 369.687 223.776 0 71726792 1.939625 17.03663 24.94831 12.86244 15.52713
15.345 0.208 1.123 0.001 -0.208 755.019 370.428 224.484 0 71729832 1.944125 17.08113 25.00856 12.86366 15.5286
15.362 0.211 1.122 0.001 -0.209 756.791 368.563 223.805 0 71732872 1.946625 17.09763 25.03281 12.8596 15.52369
15.366 0.215 1.122 0.001 -0.209 757.849 370.366 223.351 0 71735904 1.947625 17.09863 25.03731 12.8553 15.51851
15.329 0.212 1.123 0.001 -0.209 757.337 371.669 223.951 0 71738928 1.942625 17.05963 24.98181 12.85982 15.52396
15.351 0.211 1.132 0.002 -0.207 752.487 370.554 224.538 0 71741968 1.94525 17.08525 25.02563 12.86499 15.5302
15.271 0.216 1.158 0.002 -0.206 754.61 371.237 224.475 0 71745016 1.935875 16.99088 24.92444 12.87502 15.54232
15.167 0.219 1.186 0.002 -0.205 757.357 373.022 224.643 0 71748048 1.92325 16.87125 24.78863 12.88892 15.5591
15.111 0.216 1.214 0.002 -0.203 757.268 374.476 225.746 0 71751080 1.915875 16.81088 24.73044 12.90817 15.58233
15.059 0.217 1.231 0.002 -0.201 758.396 373.391 225.734 0 71754120 1.9095 16.7515 24.66575 12.91739 15.59345
15.037 0.219 1.243 0.002 -0.199 757.673 373.685 225.681 0 71757152 1.907 16.725 24.6425 12.92213 15.59918
15.063 0.216 1.227 0.002 -0.197 761.228 374.982 226.828 0 71760240 1.909875 16.75688 24.66844 12.91626 15.59209
15.14 0.219 1.212 0.002 -0.197 760.858 373.712 227.108 0 71763280 1.919875 16.84088 24.77244 12.90315 15.57627
15.223 0.22 1.189 0.002 -0.199 762.471 375.147 227.21 0 71766304 1.930375 16.93338 24.87869 12.88801 15.55799
15.255 0.221 1.168 0.002 -0.201 765.555 375.108 227.282 0 71769360 1.9345 16.9685 24.90725 12.87529 15.54264
15.313 0.225 1.146 0.002 -0.202 764.032 374.523 227.379 0 71772432 1.94225 17.03025 24.97413 12.85835 15.52218
15.356 0.225 1.125 0.002 -0.202 764.427 375.359 227.915 0 71775472 1.947625 17.07863 25.02031 12.84658 15.50797
15.333 0.225 1.114 0.001 -0.201 760.248 375.616 227.995 0 71778504 1.94475 17.05275 24.97338 12.84143 15.50176
15.268 0.227 1.1 0.001 -0.199 763.129 375.917 228.443 0 71781536 1.936875 16.97788 24.85694 12.83353 15.49222
15.357 0.227 1.108 0.001 -0.201 764.49 376.207 228.877 0 71784584 1.948 17.078 25.004 12.83573 15.49488
15.338 0.229 1.133 0.002 -0.203 764.386 377.226 229.268 0 71787616 1.945875 17.05488 24.99844 12.84689 15.50835
15.264 0.229 1.178 0.002 -0.206 767.526 378.524 229.774 0 71790656 1.936625 16.97163 24.92781 12.87178 15.5384
15.092 0.229 1.241 0.002 -0.207 769.14 379.432 230.505 0 71793680 1.915125 16.77813 24.72206 12.90885 15.58315
14.952 0.23 1.312 0.002 -0.207 767.51 378.64 230.586 0 71796720 1.89775 16.61975 24.57388 12.94895 15.63156
14.866 0.23 1.382 0.002 -0.206 765.663 378.845 231.113 0 71799760 1.887 16.523 24.5095 12.98861 15.67943
14.76 0.232 1.431 0.003 -0.206 763.483 377.821 231.38 0 71802800 1.874 16.402 24.392 13.01601 15.71251
14.699 0.232 1.462 0.003 -0.206 764.336 378.171 232.39 0 71805840 1.866375 16.33338 24.32769 13.03473 15.7351
14.729 0.234 1.463 0.003 -0.206 764.337 378.543 233.214 0 71808872 1.870375 16.36538 24.37469 13.03198 15.73179
14.801 0.236 1.437 0.003 -0.203 762.477 377.206 233.644 0 71811904 1.879625 16.44463 24.46031 13.0134 15.70936
14.842 0.24 1.402 0.003 -0.2 763.995 378.385 232.74 0 71814944 1.88525 16.48725 24.48763 12.98906 15.67998
14.922 0.239 1.355 0.002 -0.197 766.928 379.62 233.274 0 71817984 1.895125 16.57813 24.56606 12.96277 15.64823
15.018 0.239 1.306 0.002 -0.195 766.455 379.637 233.882 0 71821016 1.907125 16.68613 24.66706 12.93416 15.6137
15.092 0.244 1.265 0.002 -0.195 771.683 380.461 233.715 0 71824048 1.917 16.765 24.7395 12.90532 15.57889
15.142 0.244 1.233 0.002 -0.196 772.829 382.139 234.794 0 71827072 1.92325 16.82125 24.78563 12.88737 15.55721
15.188 0.242 1.209 0.002 -0.195 774.072 382.896 235.883 0 71830112 1.92875 16.87475 24.83438 12.87589 15.54336
15.213 0.244 1.185 0.002 -0.193 773.698 382.205 236.064 0 71833152 1.932125 16.90113 24.84856 12.86074 15.52508
15.094 0.246 1.165 0.002 -0.189 769.514 381.601 235.938 0 71836208 1.9175 16.7655 24.64175 12.85098 15.51329
15.108 0.249 1.145 0.002 -0.187 770.745 382.634 235.929 0 71839248 1.919625 16.77863 24.64231 12.83704 15.49647
15.083 0.248 1.124 0.002 -0.184 769.724 382.81 236.788 0 71842280 1.916375 16.75138 24.58269 12.8277 15.48519
15.124 0.251 1.109 0.001 -0.183 771.689 382.215 236.497 0 71845304 1.921875 16.79488 24.63044 12.81584 15.47087
15.158 0.254 1.097 0.001 -0.182 769.988 382.722 236.264 0 71848352 1.9265 16.8305 24.67025 12.80574 15.45867
15.178 0.255 1.077 0.001 -0.18 767.778 381.923 235.677 0 71851392 1.929125 16.85213 24.68106 12.79392 15.4444
15.27 0.257 1.074 0.001 -0.179 771.31 383.633 235.913 0 71854424 1.940875 16.95388 24.82094 12.78853 15.4379
15.22 0.257 1.066 0.001 -0.178 772.143 383.479 236.102 0 71857464 1.934625 16.89763 24.73481 12.78533 15.43404
15.232 0.261 1.05 0.001 -0.179 766.596 380.515 234.893 0 71860496 1.936625 16.90763 24.73581 12.77264 15.41872
15.257 0.262 1.037 0.001 -0.18 766.858 382.537 235.477 0 71863536 1.939875 16.93488 24.76144 12.76445 15.40883
15.299 0.26 1.026 0.001 -0.181 771.992 385.585 237.004 0 71866576 1.944875 16.98388 24.81694 12.76017 15.40367
15.302 0.26 1.033 0.001 -0.18 768.968 384.534 237.055 0 71869600 1.94525 16.98725 24.82863 12.76372 15.40795
15.219 0.259 1.058 0.001 -0.18 767.953 384.949 238.137 0 71872640 1.93475 16.89475 24.72438 12.77911 15.42653
15.139 0.26 1.087 0.001 -0.18 769.534 384.912 238.486 0 71875680 1.924875 16.80388 24.62794 12.79456 15.44519
x b a
=(MAX(B2,0)+MAX(A2,0)+MAX(E2,0))/8 =(18*MAX(S2,0)-MAX(B2,0)*4)/2 =MAX(A2,0)+MAX(E2,0)/2+MAX(C2,0)+MAX(T2,0)/2
=(MAX(B3,0)+MAX(A3,0)+MAX(E3,0))/8 =(18*MAX(S3,0)-MAX(B3,0)*4)/2 =MAX(A3,0)+MAX(E3,0)/2+MAX(C3,0)+MAX(T3,0)/2
=(MAX(B4,0)+MAX(A4,0)+MAX(E4,0))/8 =(18*MAX(S4,0)-MAX(B4,0)*4)/2 =MAX(A4,0)+MAX(E4,0)/2+MAX(C4,0)+MAX(T4,0)/2
=(MAX(B5,0)+MAX(A5,0)+MAX(E5,0))/8 =(18*MAX(S5,0)-MAX(B5,0)*4)/2 =MAX(A5,0)+MAX(E5,0)/2+MAX(C5,0)+MAX(T5,0)/2
=(MAX(B6,0)+MAX(A6,0)+MAX(E6,0))/8 =(18*MAX(S6,0)-MAX(B6,0)*4)/2 =MAX(A6,0)+MAX(E6,0)/2+MAX(C6,0)+MAX(T6,0)/2
=(MAX(B7,0)+MAX(A7,0)+MAX(E7,0))/8 =(18*MAX(S7,0)-MAX(B7,0)*4)/2 =MAX(A7,0)+MAX(E7,0)/2+MAX(C7,0)+MAX(T7,0)/2
=(MAX(B8,0)+MAX(A8,0)+MAX(E8,0))/8 =(18*MAX(S8,0)-MAX(B8,0)*4)/2 =MAX(A8,0)+MAX(E8,0)/2+MAX(C8,0)+MAX(T8,0)/2
=(MAX(B9,0)+MAX(A9,0)+MAX(E9,0))/8 =(18*MAX(S9,0)-MAX(B9,0)*4)/2 =MAX(A9,0)+MAX(E9,0)/2+MAX(C9,0)+MAX(T9,0)/2
=(MAX(B10,0)+MAX(A10,0)+MAX(E10,0))/8 =(18*MAX(S10,0)-MAX(B10,0)*4)/2 =MAX(A10,0)+MAX(E10,0)/2+MAX(C10,0)+MAX(T10,0)/2
=(MAX(B11,0)+MAX(A11,0)+MAX(E11,0))/8 =(18*MAX(S11,0)-MAX(B11,0)*4)/2 =MAX(A11,0)+MAX(E11,0)/2+MAX(C11,0)+MAX(T11,0)/2
=(MAX(B12,0)+MAX(A12,0)+MAX(E12,0))/8 =(18*MAX(S12,0)-MAX(B12,0)*4)/2 =MAX(A12,0)+MAX(E12,0)/2+MAX(C12,0)+MAX(T12,0)/2
=(MAX(B13,0)+MAX(A13,0)+MAX(E13,0))/8 =(18*MAX(S13,0)-MAX(B13,0)*4)/2 =MAX(A13,0)+MAX(E13,0)/2+MAX(C13,0)+MAX(T13,0)/2
=(MAX(B14,0)+MAX(A14,0)+MAX(E14,0))/8 =(18*MAX(S14,0)-MAX(B14,0)*4)/2 =MAX(A14,0)+MAX(E14,0)/2+MAX(C14,0)+MAX(T14,0)/2
=(MAX(B15,0)+MAX(A15,0)+MAX(E15,0))/8 =(18*MAX(S15,0)-MAX(B15,0)*4)/2 =MAX(A15,0)+MAX(E15,0)/2+MAX(C15,0)+MAX(T15,0)/2
=(MAX(B16,0)+MAX(A16,0)+MAX(E16,0))/8 =(18*MAX(S16,0)-MAX(B16,0)*4)/2 =MAX(A16,0)+MAX(E16,0)/2+MAX(C16,0)+MAX(T16,0)/2
=(MAX(B17,0)+MAX(A17,0)+MAX(E17,0))/8 =(18*MAX(S17,0)-MAX(B17,0)*4)/2 =MAX(A17,0)+MAX(E17,0)/2+MAX(C17,0)+MAX(T17,0)/2
=(MAX(B18,0)+MAX(A18,0)+MAX(E18,0))/8 =(18*MAX(S18,0)-MAX(B18,0)*4)/2 =MAX(A18,0)+MAX(E18,0)/2+MAX(C18,0)+MAX(T18,0)/2
=(MAX(B19,0)+MAX(A19,0)+MAX(E19,0))/8 =(18*MAX(S19,0)-MAX(B19,0)*4)/2 =MAX(A19,0)+MAX(E19,0)/2+MAX(C19,0)+MAX(T19,0)/2
=(MAX(B20,0)+MAX(A20,0)+MAX(E20,0))/8 =(18*MAX(S20,0)-MAX(B20,0)*4)/2 =MAX(A20,0)+MAX(E20,0)/2+MAX(C20,0)+MAX(T20,0)/2
=(MAX(B21,0)+MAX(A21,0)+MAX(E21,0))/8 =(18*MAX(S21,0)-MAX(B21,0)*4)/2 =MAX(A21,0)+MAX(E21,0)/2+MAX(C21,0)+MAX(T21,0)/2
=(MAX(B22,0)+MAX(A22,0)+MAX(E22,0))/8 =(18*MAX(S22,0)-MAX(B22,0)*4)/2 =MAX(A22,0)+MAX(E22,0)/2+MAX(C22,0)+MAX(T22,0)/2
=(MAX(B23,0)+MAX(A23,0)+MAX(E23,0))/8 =(18*MAX(S23,0)-MAX(B23,0)*4)/2 =MAX(A23,0)+MAX(E23,0)/2+MAX(C23,0)+MAX(T23,0)/2
=(MAX(B24,0)+MAX(A24,0)+MAX(E24,0))/8 =(18*MAX(S24,0)-MAX(B24,0)*4)/2 =MAX(A24,0)+MAX(E24,0)/2+MAX(C24,0)+MAX(T24,0)/2
=(MAX(B25,0)+MAX(A25,0)+MAX(E25,0))/8 =(18*MAX(S25,0)-MAX(B25,0)*4)/2 =MAX(A25,0)+MAX(E25,0)/2+MAX(C25,0)+MAX(T25,0)/2
=(MAX(B26,0)+MAX(A26,0)+MAX(E26,0))/8 =(18*MAX(S26,0)-MAX(B26,0)*4)/2 =MAX(A26,0)+MAX(E26,0)/2+MAX(C26,0)+MAX(T26,0)/2
=(MAX(B27,0)+MAX(A27,0)+MAX(E27,0))/8 =(18*MAX(S27,0)-MAX(B27,0)*4)/2 =MAX(A27,0)+MAX(E27,0)/2+MAX(C27,0)+MAX(T27,0)/2
=(MAX(B28,0)+MAX(A28,0)+MAX(E28,0))/8 =(18*MAX(S28,0)-MAX(B28,0)*4)/2 =MAX(A28,0)+MAX(E28,0)/2+MAX(C28,0)+MAX(T28,0)/2
=(MAX(B29,0)+MAX(A29,0)+MAX(E29,0))/8 =(18*MAX(S29,0)-MAX(B29,0)*4)/2 =MAX(A29,0)+MAX(E29,0)/2+MAX(C29,0)+MAX(T29,0)/2
=(MAX(B30,0)+MAX(A30,0)+MAX(E30,0))/8 =(18*MAX(S30,0)-MAX(B30,0)*4)/2 =MAX(A30,0)+MAX(E30,0)/2+MAX(C30,0)+MAX(T30,0)/2
=(MAX(B31,0)+MAX(A31,0)+MAX(E31,0))/8 =(18*MAX(S31,0)-MAX(B31,0)*4)/2 =MAX(A31,0)+MAX(E31,0)/2+MAX(C31,0)+MAX(T31,0)/2
=(MAX(B32,0)+MAX(A32,0)+MAX(E32,0))/8 =(18*MAX(S32,0)-MAX(B32,0)*4)/2 =MAX(A32,0)+MAX(E32,0)/2+MAX(C32,0)+MAX(T32,0)/2
=(MAX(B33,0)+MAX(A33,0)+MAX(E33,0))/8 =(18*MAX(S33,0)-MAX(B33,0)*4)/2 =MAX(A33,0)+MAX(E33,0)/2+MAX(C33,0)+MAX(T33,0)/2
=(MAX(B34,0)+MAX(A34,0)+MAX(E34,0))/8 =(18*MAX(S34,0)-MAX(B34,0)*4)/2 =MAX(A34,0)+MAX(E34,0)/2+MAX(C34,0)+MAX(T34,0)/2
BA a F/A
=U2/S2 =(V2*4.76*28.97)/((8*12.011)+(9*2.016))
=U3/S3 =(V3*4.76*28.97)/((8*12.011)+(9*2.016))
=U4/S4 =(V4*4.76*28.97)/((8*12.011)+(9*2.016))
=U5/S5 =(V5*4.76*28.97)/((8*12.011)+(9*2.016))
=U6/S6 =(V6*4.76*28.97)/((8*12.011)+(9*2.016))
=U7/S7 =(V7*4.76*28.97)/((8*12.011)+(9*2.016))
=U8/S8 =(V8*4.76*28.97)/((8*12.011)+(9*2.016))
=U9/S9 =(V9*4.76*28.97)/((8*12.011)+(9*2.016))
=U10/S10 =(V10*4.76*28.97)/((8*12.011)+(9*2.016))
=U11/S11 =(V11*4.76*28.97)/((8*12.011)+(9*2.016))
=U12/S12 =(V12*4.76*28.97)/((8*12.011)+(9*2.016))
=U13/S13 =(V13*4.76*28.97)/((8*12.011)+(9*2.016))
=U14/S14 =(V14*4.76*28.97)/((8*12.011)+(9*2.016))
=U15/S15 =(V15*4.76*28.97)/((8*12.011)+(9*2.016))
=U16/S16 =(V16*4.76*28.97)/((8*12.011)+(9*2.016))
=U17/S17 =(V17*4.76*28.97)/((8*12.011)+(9*2.016))
=U18/S18 =(V18*4.76*28.97)/((8*12.011)+(9*2.016))
=U19/S19 =(V19*4.76*28.97)/((8*12.011)+(9*2.016))
=U20/S20 =(V20*4.76*28.97)/((8*12.011)+(9*2.016))
=U21/S21 =(V21*4.76*28.97)/((8*12.011)+(9*2.016))
=U22/S22 =(V22*4.76*28.97)/((8*12.011)+(9*2.016))
=U23/S23 =(V23*4.76*28.97)/((8*12.011)+(9*2.016))
=U24/S24 =(V24*4.76*28.97)/((8*12.011)+(9*2.016))
=U25/S25 =(V25*4.76*28.97)/((8*12.011)+(9*2.016))
=U26/S26 =(V26*4.76*28.97)/((8*12.011)+(9*2.016))
=U27/S27 =(V27*4.76*28.97)/((8*12.011)+(9*2.016))
=U28/S28 =(V28*4.76*28.97)/((8*12.011)+(9*2.016))
=U29/S29 =(V29*4.76*28.97)/((8*12.011)+(9*2.016))
=U30/S30 =(V30*4.76*28.97)/((8*12.011)+(9*2.016))
=U31/S31 =(V31*4.76*28.97)/((8*12.011)+(9*2.016))
=U32/S32 =(V32*4.76*28.97)/((8*12.011)+(9*2.016))
=U33/S33 =(V33*4.76*28.97)/((8*12.011)+(9*2.016))
=U34/S34 =(V34*4.76*28.97)/((8*12.011)+(9*2.016))
Appendix E 
Error Analysis 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Error Calculations
Experimental to published power
calc actual % error
124.4 124 0.322581
Experimental to published torque
calc actual % error
126 122 3.278689
Theoretical to published power
calc actual % error
127.4 124 2.741935
A/F example calculation
calc actual % error
15.39 14.7 4.693878
A/F location 1
calc actual % error
15.2 14.7 3.401361
A/F location 2
calc actual % error
14.91 14.7 1.428571
A/F O2 failure
calc actual % error
13.85 14.7 -5.78231
Error Calculations
Experimental to published power
calc actual % error
124.4 124 =((A5-B5)/B5)*100
Experimental to published torque
calc actual % error
126 122 =((A11-B11)/B11)*100
Theoretical to published power
calc actual % error
127.4 124 =((A16-B16)/B16)*100
A/F example calculation
calc actual % error
15.39 14.7 =((A21-B21)/B21)*100
A/F location 1
calc actual % error
15.2 14.7 =((A26-B26)/B26)*100
A/F location 2
calc actual % error
14.91 14.7 =((A31-B31)/B31)*100
A/F O2 failure
calc actual % error
13.85 14.7 =((A36-B36)/B36)*100
Appendix F 
Figure Enlargements 
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Appendix G 
Student Laboratory 
Student Laboratory 
 
Introduction: 
During the 1970’s, California emissions standards required the use of catalytic converters in 
automotive exhaust systems.  Coinciding with the addition of catalytic converters, tetra-
ethyl lead was removed from most gasoline for environmental concerns and its affect on the 
catalyst.  Lead in leaded gasoline coats, or “poisons,” the catalyst in a catalytic converter 
rendering it ineffective at reducing CO, HC, and NOX emissions.  The removal of lead 
resulted in reduced octane ratings and removed the slow and smooth burning effect from 
the lead additive.  The reduced octane and pre-ignition, or “knocking,” required a reduction 
in compression ratio for automotive engines.  While improving exhaust emissions this 
evolution resulted in less efficient engines.   
 
In the 1980’s, fuel injection and turbo charging systems were introduced in the automotive 
industry.  These advancements recovered most of the power losses due to unleaded 
gasoline.  The oxygen sensor was also introduced in this era.  Its function is to monitor and 
report the oxygen content in the exhaust gases to the engines computer (sometimes 
referred to as a PCM or ECU).  The engines computer can then use look-up tables to adjust 
the amount of fuel injection required to burn at the stoichiometric air to fuel ratio, 14.7:1.  
This ensures complete combustion and provides optimum conditions for catalytic convertors 
to reduce emissions.   
 
A new catalytic converter called the 3-way catalytic converter was also introduced in the 
1980’s.  These converters perform the same function as 2-way catalytic converters, 
reduction of CO and HC emissions, but also reduce the NOX concentrations in exhaust gases.  
These converters require more precise control of air to fuel ratio over the entire engine’s 
operating range due to the rapid decrease in efficient NOX reduction with increased air to 
fuel ratio. 
 
In the 1990’s, the oxygen sensor was improved as were the engine computer systems.  The 
Zirconia sensor was utilized in automotive engines in the 1990’s which provides a voltage to 
the engine’s computer corresponding to the quantity of oxygen in the exhaust with respect 
to atmospheric conditions.  This sensor improvement is most sensitive near the 
stoichiometric point which combined with “closed loop” feedback from the engine’s 
computer allows for very precise control of the air to fuel ratio to the stoichiometric set 
point.  The engine’s computer can change the amount of fuel injected to maintain the 
engine at stoichiometric conditions over the engine’s entire operating range resulting 
minimal CO emissions. 
 
In the late 1990’s multi-point fuel injection, where fuel is injected into the intake manifold 
at each cylinder, was advanced to include computer control synchronizing injection with 
each cylinder’s intake stroke (sequential multi-point injection).  Combined with the oxygen 
sensor feedback and the control over the amount of fuel this new improvement provided the 
engine’s computer optimum control of air to fuel ratio and ultimately exhaust emissions.  
 
Objectives: 
The objectives of this laboratory are (1) to investigate products of combustion resulting 
from the combustion of a hydrocarbon fuel (gasoline), (2) to determine the emissions 
produced by a typical sequential multi-point injected engine at idle and loaded operating 
conditions, (3) to investigate the emissions as the PCM reaches “closed loop”, (4) to 
investigate the emissions reduction performance of the pre catalytic converter and the main 
catalytic converter, and (5) to investigate the PCM control of air to fuel ratio. 
 
Theory and Procedures: 
(Directly removed from existing laboratory in reference [5] with obsolete items omitted and 
additional procedures)  
Standard instrumentation for measuring the concentrations of the major exhaust gas 
species are included in the TESSCOM Exhaust Gas Analysis System.  A small fraction of the 
engine exhaust gas stream is drawn off into the sample line and dispersed through each gas 
analyzer existing in the system.  The TESSCOM system contains the following analyzers: 
flame ionization detection (FID) for measuring the hydrocarbons, nondispersive infrared 
(NDIR) for measuring CO2 and CO, paramagnetic analyzer for measuring O2, and 
chemiluminescent analyzer for measuring NOX.  The theory of operation of each of the 
analyzers is described in Article 10.4 of the text Introduction to Engineering 
Experimentation by Wheeler and Ganji. 
 
The TESSCOM system also contains flow meters that indicate the flow rate of exhaust gases 
entering each of the analyzers.  Various valves located on the TESSCOM Front Panel 
enabling analyzers to be calibrated (zeroed and spanned) and to be connected directly to 
the sample line.  The TESSCOM system is shown in Figure 1-1. 
 
 Figure 1-1: TESSCOM System. 
The TESSCOM system will be turned on at least 1 hour prior to testing so that all 
components are at thermal steady-state operation.  The CO and O2 analyzers will be 
ZEROED and SPANNED (CALIBRATED) during the lab while the CO2, NOX, and hydrocarbon 
analyzers will have been calibrated prior to the lab to save time.  The H2O component of the 
exhaust gases will be computed using the combustion equation.  Therefore, ignore the H2O 
value listed in the ASYST Front Panel display.  All of the analyzers are ZEROED by running 
dry N2 gas through the instrument.  All TESSCOM analyzer’s meters and analog outputs 
must indicate ZERO response for the N2 gas.  The ZERO control knob on each analyzer is 
adjusted until the analog meter (voltage) output indicates ZERO.  Then each analyzer is 
SPANNED using a gas mixture containing the component to be measured and N2.  Each 
analyzer’s SPAN output is adjusted until the meter output (voltage) reads the concentration 
being supplied to the instrument.  The analog voltage output of the instrument can be 
acquired by LabVIEW data acquisition.  The voltage output for the O2 span gas will be based 
on the ratio: 0-100 mV, 0-50% for a 50% span range and 100mV max output voltage.  
Therefore, a 21% O2 gas yields: 21/50 = mV/100 or millivolt (mV) = 42.  The span control 
knob is adjusted until the 42 mV value is monitored by data acquisition.  Each analyzer is 
SPANNED using different gas mixtures (measured gas + N2).  The range of the instrument 
can be changed after it is calibrated (like from 0-50% to 0-10% for O2). 
 
The sample pump will be turned on with ambient valve open.  The sample line from the 
exhaust manifold will be opened and the ambient valve will be closed.  Once the vacuum 
pump has indicated it has pulled vacuum on the sample line the LabVIEW VI will be started 
on continuous run and Saturn engine will be started.  The LabVIEW VI will record the 
emissions data to an Excel© spreadsheet.  From the start of the engine till the engine 
coolant temperature has reached approximately 180°F the data recorded will be used to 
investigate the emissions as the engine moves from “open loop” to “closed loop” conditions.  
Once the engine has entered “closed loop” and the RPM has settled to approximately 720 
RPM the engine is considered to be at steady-state idle.  The VI can be stopped at this time 
(it should be noted that CO levels are negligible at this point).  The sample line will be set to 
just after the pre catalytic converter and the VI will be run continuously for 3 minutes to 
record emissions data.  Then the sample line will be set to just after the main catalytic 
converter and the VI will be run continuously for 3 minutes to record emissions data.  The 
engine will be placed under load using the Megatech Dynamometer.  The increased exhaust 
heat will promote the catalyst to become active.  For active catalyst the exit temperature at 
each catalytic converter will be greater than the inlet temperature to the converter.  The 
temperature of the hot gases passing through the catalyst are elevated in temperature due 
to CO being oxidized into CO2 and hydrocarbon compounds being oxidized into H2O and 
CO2.  This process releases large quantities of energy that is used to heat the combustion 
products generated in the process.  The CO and hydrocarbon concentrations will decrease 
significantly between the inlet and exit of the converter if the converter is active.  After the 
catalyst becomes active, the engine will then be put back at idle speed (approximately 720 
RPM).  Combustion sample at the exit of the pre catalytic converter will be recoded using 
continuous record feature until the catalyst is no longer active.  This process will be 
repeated and the combustion sample at the exit of the main catalytic converter will be 
recorded using continuous record feature until the catalyst is no longer active.  The process 
will be repeated one last time at the exhaust manifold sample location.  The differences in 
CO, O2, CO2, and hydrocarbons (called methane, CH4) concentrations related directly to use 
of the catalytic converter will be indicated by the experimental data.  Note, this represents 
the process typically taking place in the exhaust system of a modern automobile. 
 
The Front Panel for LabVIEW data acquisition is presented.  It displays (1) the various 
temperatures previously described, (2) the speed, torque, and power output of the engine, 
(3) air flow rate to the engine in cfm (air flow may not be correct at this time), (4) air to 
fuel ratio computed by using the measured gasoline and air flow rates (ignore, not accurate 
at this time), (5) brake specific fuel consumption (ignore, also not accurate at this time), 
(6) and the products of combustion (CO, CO2, O2, CH4, and NOX) in the sample.  The 
millivolt output from each analyzer is read by the computer and converted to % by volume 
and then to parts per million (ppm).  The last column represents the emission factor for 
each pollutant component (also not accurate at this time).  The emission factor represents 
the emitted mass per unit time for each component in the sample.  If this sample is being 
exhausted from the engine, it then represents the level of emissions being directed into the 
atmosphere by each engine.   
 
After idle testing of the catalytic converter has been completed, the engine will be placed 
under load (approximately 20 ft-lb of torque at 2500 RPM) and allowed to reach steady-
state operation.  The combustion products will be sampled at the exhaust manifold and used 
for comparison with the products found earlier for idle operation.  The engine will be shut 
down and the TESSCOM system will be vented to ambient air for thirty minutes to clear the 
sample lines of any remaining exhaust gases. 
Results: 
“Closed Loop” analysis: 
1. Use spreadsheet to balance the combustion equation using reverse combustion analysis 
for the data collected during start-up (using O2, CO2, CO, and CH4). 
2. Use spreadsheet to compute the air to fuel ratio for the data collected during start-up.  
What trend does it follow? Does the air to fuel ratio seem to settle to some average?  
Discuss what causes this? 
 
Idle emissions collection: 
1. Use spreadsheet to balance the combustion equation using reverse combustion analysis 
for the data collected at each sample point for 3 minutes (using O2, CO2, CO, and CH4). 
2. Use spreadsheet to compute the air to fuel ratio for the data.  What trend does it follow? 
Does the air to fuel ratio seem to settle to some average?  Discuss what causes this? 
3. Do the CO emissions match the engine’s theory of operation?  Explain how and why this 
occurs. 
4. Explain what important conditions are present at exhaust location 2 (before the main 
catalytic converter. 
 
Active catalytic converter testing at idle: 
1. Determine the % reduction in CO and HC between the inlet and outlet of each catalytic 
converter. 
2. Discuss the purpose of the pre catalytic converter based on your analysis.  Discuss why 
the catalytic converters are located where they are located in the exhaust system. 
